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PREFACE.
*

No one is more conscious of the imperfection of this

work than the author. It was compiled during the scanty

intervals of leisure of a busy official life; and it was

unfortunately not completed before the author left the

Kandh country for good. However, he has a hope that

some one with better opportunities than he has had will

one day bring out a revised edition of the book in which

all errors will be corrected and not a few omissions

supplied.

If this Grammar of a little known archaic Dravidian

dialect bo found to be of use to students in throwing

some light on the early history of the growth of tho

modern literary Dravidian languages the author will be.

amply repaid for his labour.

The author takes tho opportunity of expressing his

deep obligations and grateful thanks to Dr. Grierson,

c.j.e., pu.d., d. MTT., i.c.s. (retired), for his invaluable

advice and suggestions at all times, and for his kindness

in seeing the proof sheets through the press.





INTRODUCTION,

Kandh or, as it is called by the people themselves,

Kui is one of the uncultivated aboriginal dialects of the

Dravidian group of languages.

The Dravidian .languages belong to what is known as

tho class of Agglutinative languages. In the Aggluti-

native languages bare roots may be complete words in

themselves. But whon it becomes necessary to join

together or agglutinate two or . more roots in order to

express tho complex ideas that are involved in the

grammatical relation of words in a proposition—such, for

instance, as the cases of the noun, or the gender, number,

person, and the tenses of the verb—the primary root exer-

cises a certain amount of attraction on the secondary

roots and converts them into prefixes or suffixes, but

does not blend with them into a new organic whole as

in the class of Organic languages.

Tho agglutinative languages differ widely from each

other in their method of development
;
but they all retain

a common feature in that they preserve the form of their

primary roots howevermuch the secondary roots may have

become altered under the influence of varying forces. In

some agglutinative languages the secondary roots are added

in the form of prefixes to the primary roots, in others they

'

take the shape of postpositions or suffixes
;
in some the

alteration in the form of the secondary roots is very marked,

in others it is hardly noticeable
;
in some, agaiu, the order

of tho words in a sentence is according to a certain fixed

arrangement, in others it follows a different method
; in some

languages the secondary root has become a permanent prefix
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or suffix, and has converted the compound word into a part

of speech, in others the agglutination is so slight that the

exact function and the particular meaning of the compound

word has to be determined from the context.

The Dravidian languages have proceeded along a line of

development that approximates towards the organic form

of speech for they possess a declension for the noun and

a conjugation for the verb that are not unlike those of the

Indo-Aryan languages. The compounded words have, in

fact, become real parts of speech.

In all languages roots may be divided into two classes :

first) predicative roots' that signify living beings, inanimate

objects, qualities, states, and actions
;
and secondly, demon-

strative roots that mark the relation of words in a proposi-

tion. The first class may be further subdivided into nomi.

nal roots and verbal roots accordingly as they denote living

beings, inanimate objects and qualities, and states and actions

respectively.

In some agglutinative languages, as for instance the

Munda family group, predicative roots, and eveD demonstra-

tive roots in some cases, are used with considerable elasticity

both as nouns and as verbs, and of necessity with a corres-

ponding vagueness in meaning, e,g., the nominal root

aim, in Sonthali, signifies—a fowl
;
as a verb sim-ket'-ko-a-le

means literally

—

we fowled them. The usual meaning of the

agglutination is—-we have obtained fowls. But it may also

mean

—

we have hadfowls to eat. The exact signification of the

word can only be determined from the context. In the

Dravidian languages—unlike the Munda languages—many of

the nominal roots cannot be used as verbal themes, but every

verbal root in its participial form may be converted into a

noun of agency.

It will be seen from the example taken from Sonthali

that the greater the functional elasticity of a word the
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vaguer is its meaning. Dr. Caldwell remarks—“ It would

appear that originally there was no difference in any instance

between the nominal and the verbal form of the root in any

Dravidian dialect. Gradually, however, as the dialects

became more cultivated, and as logical distinction was felt

to be desirable, a separation commenced to take place. This

separation was effected by modifying the theme by some
formative addition, when it was desired to restrict it to one
purpose alone, and prevent its being used for others also.

In many instances the theme is still used in poetry, in ac-

cordance with ancient usages, indifferently either as a verb
or as a noun

j
but in prose more commonly as a noun only

or as a verb only.”

Dr. Caldwell is of opinion, furthermore, that Dravidian
roots were originally monosyllabic. He divides the forma-
tive elements that came to be attached gradually to the
monosyllabic roots into two classes, and calls them the forma-
live addition and the particle of specialisation. He observes
“ Formative suffixes are appended to the crude bases of nouns
as well as to those of verbs. They are added not only to

verbal derivatives, but to nouns which appear to be primi-
tive; but they are most frequently appended to verbs
properly so called, of the inflexional basis of which they
form the last syllable, generally the third. These particles
seem originally to have been the formatives of verbal nouns,
and the verbs to which they are suffixed seem originally to
have had the force of secondary verbs

; but whatever may
have been the origin of these particles, they now serve to
distinguish transitive verbs from intransitives, and the
adjectival form of nouns from that which stands in an
isolated position and is used as a nominative.” In rogard
to the particle of specialisation he says—“ The verbs and
nouns belonging to the class of bases which are now under
consideration, consist of a monosyllabic root or stem,
containing the generic signification, and a second syllable
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originally perhaps a formative addition, or perhaps the

fragment of a lost root or lost postposition, by which the

generic meaning of the stem is in some manner modified.

The second syllable appears sometimes to expand and some*

times to restrict the signification, but in some instances,

through the absence of synonyms, its force cannot now be

ascertained. As this syllable is intended in some manner to

specialise the meaning of the root, I call it ‘ the particle of

specialisation.’
”

It is not necessary to enquire how the welding of

these secondary roots or formatives with the primary

root came to take place in the literary Dravidian

languages : it will suffice for our purpose to state here

briefly what the effects were on the vocabulary of

those languages as well as on their power of

expression.

First
,

by the addition of formatives to primary

roots a distinction in form was drawn between the

substantival and the verbal use of words. For instance,

in Tamil the verb kadu means—to be sharp
;

with the

formative addition gu the same root becomes /caalu-gu

and conveys the signification of—that which is pungent,

namely, mustard; further, when the included vowel is

lengthened and the root appears as kadu, the meaning

becomes—what is rough, harsh, or rugged, namely, a

forest. Similarly, from nil, to stand, is formed nllam,

the ground; from nadu, to plant, nadu, the country,

from min, to glitter, min, a fish
;
and so on.

Secondly

,

by tho addition of formatives to primary

roots the transitive verb was distinguished from the

intransitive, and the adjectival form of the noun from

the substantival. In Tamil and Malayalam, where the

systematic use of this class of formatives is most fully

developed, the initial consonant of the formative is single
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when it marks the intransitive or neuter signification ol

the verb or the substantival form of the noun, but it

is hardened from a sonant to its corresponding surd and

at the same time doubled when it implies the transition

of the action or quality, that is, when it marks the

transitive signification of the verb or the adjectival form

of the noun, e.g.
}

in Tamil peru-gu (intrant
.) means to

become increased, but peru-kku (irons.) to increase

;

kuru-tfu, (noun), blindness, kuru-ffu, (adjective,) blind.

Thirdly
,

by the addition of the particle of

specialisation to the generic primary root, clusters of

kindred words were formed expressing the common

signification contained in the primary root as modified

by that contained in each one of the various

secondary roots, e.g., in Tamil a series of words

radiate from a common base an as follows

arm
,
anugu ... to approach, to touch.

anei ... to connect, to embrace; as

a noun
,

a weir, a dam.

anavu ... to cleave to.

<i$nu ... to resort to, to lean upon.

anmu ... to be near.

It will be easily understood how the addition of

these compounded root-words we have been considering

enriches the vocabulary of a language and imparts to

it a flexibility and exactness of expression that makes it

a fit vehicle to follow thought into its finer and more

intricate shades. By means of formativo additions

to primary roots we can readily coin words that will

not only signify sharply drawn and distinct concepts,

but will also convey in themselves a considerable

amount of abstract thought.

The systematic addition of formative elements to root

words in the cultivated dialects of the Dravidian tongue had
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the effect of gradually developing them and converting

them into an organic form with a copiousness of words and

a power of expression that are the characteristics of the

Organic class of languages.

Kui has advanced sufficiently to develope a declension

for the noun and a conjugation for the verb. But a develop-

ment in that direction alono was a real weakness inas-

much as it involved the loss of the power which the primi-

tive tongue possessed of employing roots indiscriminately as

both nominal and verbal themes. On the other hand thcro

was no compensation as in the literary languages for the Iosb

of this power, because through mental indolonce or perhaps

incapacity no intelligent use was made of formative addi-

tions to obtain words that would convey a precise and

definite signification. Accordingly, we find as the distin-

guishing feature of the Kui language an exceedingly scanty

vocabulary and a feebleness and vagueness in the expression

of thoughts and ideas.

The general characteristics of Kui are briefly:

—

First, an entiro absence of words that signify the

higher forms of thought. Hence there are no abstract

nouns to express an ideal entity as existing separate

and distinct from a concrete object. Such a concept

as ‘divisibility’ involving as it does a high degree of

mental comparison and abstraction cannot be rendered

properly in the language. Even a simple abstract noun

like ‘goodness’ has to be expressed by circumlocution.

Secondly
,
an inadequate number of words to mark and

differentiate between the various kinds of moral qualities

and the various forms of higher activities, e.g., the one

word rieg has to do service to signify ‘good,’ ‘kind,’

‘generous,’ ‘sympathetic,’ ‘discreet,’ ‘modest,’ ‘pious,’

etc.; and the one word ro'i to mean ‘bad,’ ‘wicked,’

‘unkind,’ ‘ungenerous,’ etc. Similarly, ilu, 'probably
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from the Dravidian root ttl, to be within, is used for

‘wisdom, ’ ‘reason,’ ‘judgment,’ ‘thought,’ etc. When
it is necessary to specify exactly a particular moral

quality or mental activity recourse must bo had to

circumlocution, often without success. Individuals, who
have an acquaintance with Uriya or Hindi, generally

make use of the corresponding word in those languages.

Thirdly

,

the absence of any systematic attempt by
the addition of formative particles as in the literary

languages (1) to draw a distinction botwecn the substan-

tival and verbal form of words, (2) to discriminate

between the intransitive and transitive signification of

verbs and the substantival and adjoctival form of nouns,

and (3) to form a group of related words from a

common generic root.

There are one or two instances in Kui of a noun

being distinguished from its verbal form by means of

a formative addition, e.g., ko-nibo
,

a sept, from the

root kb, to cut (compare Tamil ko-mlu, a branch, from

the root ko-y, to pluck off, to cut); pa-n-g-e-ni, a plank,

from the root pag, to divide (compare Tamil pa-n-gu

,

a

portion, from the root pagu, to divide); vej-gu, fuel,

from probably the root vaj, to cook. In all these

instances the substantival- forms may have been taken

bodily from one of the cultivated languages because

the only kind of noun that is regularly formed from a

verbal root in Kui is not a derivative noun but a

verbal noun, which merely expresses the action or state

implied in the root, and which in fact is a gerund,

e.g., from the root tin, to eat, comes the verbal noun

tin-la, the eating. Now tin-la, or its causal form tie-

ppa may mean ‘ food ’ or ‘ feast ’ in certain connections,

e.g., nakuri, tinba-ki vdtevju ,—the dog ho has come to

the feast. But we must say mrauni bbji-ki vatenju,—he
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has come to the daughter’s feast (a part of the

marriage ritual), because mrauni tiriba or mrauni tisppa

would mean not—the feast of the daughter, but—the
eating of the daughter, or—the feeding of the daughter.

Boji is, of course, the Uriya or Hindi word IBj, a feast.

Similarly, from tho root si, to give, we obtain si-va,—

a

giving, but no such word as ‘ gift * or ‘ gifted’
;
from

the root rrieK, to see, mettppa,—a seeing, but no word
as ‘ sight ’ or 1 scene ’ or ‘ scenery.’ The neuter singular

of the relative participial noun derived from the root tin

may also sometimes mean food, e.g., anu tinari mane

gale

,

—is there any food for me. But navgc tinari mane

gale would mean—is there something that will eat me,

namely, an evil spirit. The verbal noun in a which

has tho force of the infinitive compounded with an

appellative noun formed on the base gata (from the Uriya

gota,) yields in certain cases a compound derivative noun
of agency, c.g., tosppa gdtanju

,
a guide, from the root

ids, to show; punda gatanju

,

a messenger, from the root

puni, to sond. This process of forming a class of

derivative nouns from verbs is already one step of

progress on the part of the Kandhs,

In some instances the verbal nouns that have the force

of the prosont verbal participle and tho infinitive are used

together with the signification of a verbal derivative noun
of quality, e.g., vesppi vosppa, conversation (lit. saying

to say)
;
in other instances tho infinitives of two synonymous

words are used in a similar way, c.g., sahlppa 7cosppa, assault

(lit., beating killing). This peculiar crude method of form-
ing derivative nouns indicates tho relatively low mental
condition of tho people.

*1 he characteristic Druvidiun law that is seen very
clearly in Tamil and Malayalam of hardening and at the
same time doubling tho sonant of tho formative to its

conesponding surd to express the transitive verb or the
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adjective appears in Kui in a few instances. Hero
again the words in which the law shows itself may have

been borrowed from ono of the literary languages, e.g.

gramb, to learn, and grapp, to teach
;

aj, to fear, and

ass, to frighten; tonj, to appear, and toss, to show;

iln(j), to eat, and ties, to feed; dig, to touch, and

dikk, to kill. The hard forms are in a senso the trail*

sitives, or rather the causals, of gramb, aj, tonj, and tin(j),

respectively. In dig and dikk the law is seen in

another aspect, for tho hardening and doubling of tli®

sonant g to its corresponding surd kit is obviously for

the purposo of intensifying the force of tho action

signified by dig, namely, from—‘ to tousli
5

to

—

1
to kill!

In kog, small or to be small, and hoick, to sit down,

the same law is evidently at work also, forj ‘ to sit down ’

is really * to make ono self small,’ and tho primary mean-

ing of kolck may have been to make small. In runja,

thunder, and russ, to grind,— if the two words aro

radically the same—tho law appears in an irregular

way, for tho soft form is tlio noun and tho hard form

tho transitive verb. It is possible, judging from the

analogy of the other examples, that thcro was formerly

a word like ru-n-j moaning to be ground, and runja is a

derivative signifying that which was ground, namely,

thunder.

The hardening of tho sonant to its corresponding

surd for the purpose of marking tho adjective from the

noun is not found in Kui, and consequently, unlike

the literary languages, there is no change in tho themo

of tho noun in the oblique cases, e.g., ijn, a house
;

idu-ni, of a house. On the other hand, unliko tho literary

languages again, tho characteristic law comes into opera-

tion and hardens and doubles tho sonant in tho theme

of certain substantivo nouns when the hard plural suffix

ka or kka is used, e.g., ijti
,
a house

;
plural, ilt-lta.
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There is another instance of the curious working of the

law in Km which it will be worth while to examine* In

certain words conlaning a sonant—and it does not matter

whether it is in the beginning of the word or in the middle—

the sonant is sometimes hardened, and possibly also doubled,

with a change in the meaning of the word. For instance

gtna, let us do, becomes kklna when the meaning is

specialised—to do in a particular way, e.g., naffu kklna let us

found or establish a new village. In the example the sonants

in both the verb and the noun are hardened with a change

in meaning: naju gma means'literally—let us build a village;

but nattu kklna,—let us found a new village. The t in the

word nattu docs not appear at first sight to be the surd of

y but as a matter of fact it is, for the j in naju is really

the softened form of 4—and this dialectical change

frequently occurs in Kui—of the Dravidian word ndfu, a

oountry. The law appears sometimes in the infinitive,

converting the soft form of the formative v or mi into p or pp,

e.g., kama giva tahgi najutari arkamu,—go call the villagers

to work; but kama glppka tangi,— to work, to work (for

what else do you think I want them). In this example the

hardening of the formative is apparently to lay particular

stress on the word. Again the law is sometimes seen in

the use of the hard plural suffix ka or kka for a special effect,

e.a. kofihjani pelimu,—drive away the bullocks; but u ! isingi

kodiskani angina ,—oh! how shall we manage these wicked

bullocks (an exclamation often uttered by a ploughman).

The peculiar manner in wlfich this characteristic Dravidian

law shows itself in Kui would seem to point to the conclusion

that it is something that is inherent in the language.

As no conscious effort was probably ever directed towards

the formation of a set of related words containing a generic

idea we find several names apparently from several inde-

pendent and distinct roots for such a common object of every

day use as a basket merely to distinguish its various sizes
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and shapes, e.g
,
deva, mugi

,
boga

,
kosa

,
bUrki. The Kandha

might very well have exercised their ingenuity in a higher

direction and evolved distinct names for the various mental

aots as ‘ wisdom,’ ‘ intelligence,’ ‘ reason,’ ( judgment,’ instead

of being content with a single vague term elu. That they

have not done so only shows that their intellectual condition

remains in the same rude and undeveloped stage in which it

was in primitive times. Dr. Caldwell, in discussing the

prce-Aryan civilization of the Dravidian people, nays—
“ they had a word for ‘ thought’ but no word distinct

from this for ‘memory,’ ‘judgment,’ or ‘conscience ;’ and

no word for * will.’ ” This remark aptly sums up in a word
the present mental condition of the Kandhs and the state of

their language.
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V-HJ&V I.

LETTERS AND SOUNDS.

As KOi is a dialect of the Dravidian group of languages and
possesses no written oharaoters of its own, it will be expedient
to adopt the Dravidian mode of transoription in writing it down in

the Roman characters. The letters that will be used are to be
pronounced in accordance with the standard system employed for

the transoription of Oriental languages by European scholars.

The following are the Vowels :

—

a, & ; i, I ; u, u ; e, e
; o, 5.

The sound of each of these vowels will be understood from

the following examples:—

a is pronounoed like •a’ in America, e.g., ajji, fearing.

ft ,, II ii ‘a’ „ father, e.g., am, to be or become.

i n » ii „ pin, e.g., i<fu, house.

i n M >i
*»’

„ pique, e.g., giva, to do.

u »> )) >i „ put, e.g., unha
,

to drink.

5 ,, II i> •u’ „ brute, e.g., pUnba, to know.

e „ >1 ii ‘e’
,,

met, e.g., teka, from.

e » II it ‘o’ „ mate, e.g., negi, good.

o „ II it the first ‘o’ in promote, e.g., ole, and.

o „ 99 ii the second ‘o’ in promote, e.g., kOg

small.

It will be notioed there is a short e and a long e and a

short o and a long o as in all the Dravidian languages.

The long vowels ,will be invariably marked thus

—

d. When
no suoh accent is placed over a vowel, it is to be pronounoed

short.

When a word ends in a vowel, especially in a or w, the

final vowel is generally short, e.g. 9 aba9 a father ; t(fu9 a house.

Short u frequently appears at the end of a word as a mere

enunoiative particle, e.g,
f
Tamil mln

f
a fish, beoomcs minu in Kui.

u
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Sometimes the partiole ju is used as the enunoiative, e.g., pft-ju,

$ flower, as compared with the Tamil pu (colloquial Tamil pa-vu).

Short * is used in a similar manner iji the adjectives and

the appellative and relative participial nouns, e.g kDg-i, small ;

i&ga-v-i, small ones
;

e-v-i9 these things.

Oonliguous vowels retain their radical sounds in Kui, e.g.,

ia, mother; rai, coming; gia
, done.

The euphonio copula v is sometimes inserted between two

vowels to prevent hiatus, e.g., e-v~anju or e-anju
,

he. The semi-

vowel y may also be interposed between two vowels to keep them

separate, e.g.
y

i-y-a, mother; ra-y-i, ooming; g\-y*a, done.

The Consonants are:—

Gutturals ... k. g. n.

Palatals ... s (ch). j. nj.

Cerebrals ... t. <j. n.

Dentals t. d* n.

Lftbi&ls m* p* b of v. m
Liquid consonants

J y, r, 1, t: r {cerebral), J {cerebral)

or semi-vowels. >

Sibilant ... s.

Aspirate ... h.

The consonants are not aspirated in Kui, and consequently

there are no sounds like k/t, gh, &o.

Although a characteristic of all the Dravidian languages is

the absence of the aspirate—a oharaoteristio in which Kui shares

when it refuses to utter the h sound in words borrowed from

Uriya or Hindi, e.g., aka, a farm servant, from TJriya halia

;

ftbnde, a piece, from TJriya khondo, still there are instances

peculiar to Kui of an aspirate appearing
: first, in the middle of

certain words; and secondly, a3 the final consonant in another

class of mpnosyllabio words.

In the first class of words like deha, muoh, many ;
clha,

thatching grass ; nha, boiled rice
;
plaha, paddy plant, the aspirate

Sound 4 is probably a liquid guttural, for[the word clha is also

found in another form, namely, viga; and plaha seems to be

from the 6ame root as pla-{n)~g-a-ri, a nursery bed for paddy

seedlings—that is to say, from plag.
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In the seoond olass o! words—and it does not appear that thesw

words are of Indo-Aryan origin—the aspirate sound h is ohecked or

stopped in a ourious abrupt manner by a sudden sharp stoppage of the

breath just before the word or syllable is completely uttered. This

ohecked or stopped sound will be represented by the sign-—’ placed after

the aspirate, e.g.% dh\ to oatoh; ntiti, to see; ft A’, to beat These

words are pronounoed somewhat like dkh, megh, ukh, respectively ; but

there is hardly more than the merest suggestion of a * or g sound.

Dr. Caldwell in remarking on the use of the aspirate in Tamil

says— “ It professes to possess a letter, half vowel, half oonsonant, cor-

responding in some respects to the Sanskrit visarga, and oalled dydam

(that which is subtle, minute). It is pronounoed liko a guttural h, but

is only found in the poets, and is generally considered a pedantioal

invention of the grammarians.” The sound h in Kui appears to bear a

resemblanoe to the dydam of the Tamil grammarians.
.

The ohecked or stopped sound of the final aspirate—or a sound

similar to it—ocours in Kui in certain agglutinations with both vowels

and consonants, e.g
., g\\ I do ; ves’l, I speak. When the theme ends in

a consonant there is a tendenoy to suffix an euphonio vowel to sustain

the abrupt sound. For instance the sound is always found at the end

of the theme before the personal pronominal termination is added in

the first person, indeterminate tense, indicative mood, affirmative form,

of the finite verb, e.g., gVi, I do. Should the root end in a consonant,

e.g., kak
,

to laugh, the theme is formed by suffixing the vowel to

the root, and the verb becomes kak— ft, I laugh. On the other hand in

all the persons and both numbers of the indeterminate tense, indicative

mood, negative form, of the finite verb, the root generally remains as^

the theme even when it ends in a oonsonant, and the negative particle

a\ on being suffixed to the theme, disappears or beoomes ooalesoed

with the pronominal desinences and leaves only the abrupt sound

added to the theme, e.g., kak*etin
, I do not laugh

;
kak'ai, thou dost not

laugh ;
kaVenju, he docs not laugh. When the root ends in a nasal

the n is in some oases thrown back on the vowel that precedes it, e.g.,

tin, to eat, gives tVl, I eat ; but tin'enu, I do not eat.

The abrupt sound in this class of words probably had its origin in-

the endeavour to keep the agglutinated syllables separate. This is

seen clearly in the word Wa> a maiden, which is also pronounced aa

ta-v-a. The insertion of the euphonic copula v provents the hiatu*

whioh is so marked in the first form of the word.

b 2
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The cheoked or stopped sound takes plaoe invariably with the

negative particle o’ in Kui. Dr. Caldwell is of opinion that the original

form of the Dravidian negative particle al or a was a, the short vowel.

The short vowel a evidently beoame a' in Kui on acoount of the

necessity that was felt in an unwritten language to keep this partiole

distinot and separate from the other syllables of the agglutinated word

in which it enters.

The palatal surd is usually pronounced as «,and it is almost a sibi-

lant. The eh sound in words borrowed from Uriya or Hindi is also

uttered as a. But sometimes the full ch sound appoars in some Kui

words in the East Kandh Mals and GumBar dialeots, e.g., gochi or goti,

a sept.

The palatal sonant/ is a well marked sound in Kui. It frequently

replaces the cerebral d, e.g., Telugu nhdu, the country, becomes naju,

a village ;
Tolugu pandi, a pig, becomes paji.

The palatal nasal is never n mouilU : it is really a double sound «/—

not ny ;
and accordingly it will be represented by the double letters

The labial sonant b is very frequently pronounced as v, e.g., ba or

ra, to come.

The cerebral r and the oerebral ! are charaoteristio Dravidian

sounds. Tho sound of r resembles that of the r in the English word

farm, but it is pronounced further baok in tho mouth, e.g., nari
, fire.

The related sound l is uttered by turning up the tip of the tongue

high up in the palate, e.g., eh, wisdom or mind. Together with the

cerebrals t, 4, and n they are well marked in their pronunciation. But

there is a tendenoy in Kui as in Tolugu for the cerebrals to be sof-

tened down to their corresponding dentals, e.g., Tamil kan and Canarese

kannu, the eye, beoome kanu in Kui and kannu in Telugn.

The sibilant s is sometimes prefixed to words beginning with a

vowel, e.g., eh or s^w, wisdom ;
ote or sote, and or again.

In the west Kandh Mals dialect the initial s in some words is pro-

nounoed os h, e.g., halmu, go, instead of talma.

There are signs in Kui of nunnation or nasalisation as in the Dra-

vidian languages, e.g., from the root pag, to divide, we get pa-ri-g-e-ni

the thing divided, namely, a plank.
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In aooordanoe with the laws of euphony certain changes take plaoe in

the nasal letters :

—

(»') When a word or syllable ending in a nasal is abruptly checked

in sound, the nasal is sometimes thrown baok on the rowel

that immediately precedes it, and the rowel becomes nasa-

lised, e.g., mdn-ba, to be or exist, tni’1, I am or I exist

;

ti9imbiiy to eat, ft ? , I eat.

(»*) When a word or syllable ending in a nasal agglutinates to

itself a suffix the nasal is sometimes, but not always, trans-

ferred to the rowel that immediately preoedes it and the

rowel becomes nasalised, e.g., prg-nu, a bone, becomes pre-ka,

bones ;
and tdn-ju, a finger, cH-s-ka, fingers ; but pen-u, a

god, has for its plural pen-ka
;
and mln-tt, a fish, min-ka.

Accent in Kui, as in the other Draridian languages, ie on the

syllable that constitutes tho base of the word prior to the addition of

formatires and inflexional forms, e.g., in gt-ppk-i-nenju, he is doing, the

accent is on glppk.





CLASSES or NOUNI,

PART It.

CHAPTER I.

THE NOUNS.

Classes or Nouns*

We shall first of all examine the kinds or classes of nouns
there are in Kui, as otherwise the rules for gender and number
will not be understood dearly.

There are four classes of nouns

—

(1) Substantive nouns.

(2) Nouns of agenoy.

(3) Verbal nouns.

(4) Derivative nouns or verbal derivatives.

Substantive nouns are the names of rational and irrational

beings and inanimate objeofcs, e.g>, aba
9
father; kbit, cow; idu

house.

Nouns of agency are compound words formed on a nominal

or verbal base by the addition of oertain suffixes. They divide

themselves into two classes : (•) appellative nouns, and (»Y)

relative partioipial nouns, accordingly as they are formed on a

nominal or verbal base respectively.

The appellative nouns (in which are included the personal

pronouns of the third person) express the quality or relation

implied in the root-word as existing oonoretely in a being or

agent, that isy a person or an animal or a thing, from the

nominal root kOg
,
small, we get the following appellative nouns :—

kOg-a-nju
f a small male rational being, namely, a boy;

kog-a-ru
}

small male rational beings, namely, boys;

kog-a-ri, a small being, namely, (i) a girl
9 (ii) a small

animal of either sox, (in) a small thing;

Atty-a-n, small beings, namely, ( i)
girls9 («) small ani ala

of either sex,
K
ii%) small things.
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Similarly, from the demonstrative nominal root i, this, we
get the following demonstrative pronouns, or personal pronouns

of the third person :

—

ut-anju, this male rational being, namely, he

;

i-v-aru, these male rational beings, namely, they;

i-ri, this being—a woman or an animal or a thing,

namely, the or it;

i-vi, these beings—women or animals or things, namely,

they.

The relative participial nouns express the state or action

implied in the root-word as existing concretely in a being or

agent, e.g., from the present relative partioiple gini, the doing

(something), we get the following relative partioipial nouns:

—

gin-a-nju, the male rational being that does, namely, the

man or hoy that does

;

gw-a-ru ,
the male rational beings that do, namely, men or

boys that do;

gin-a-rit the being that does, namely, the woman
, or girl,

or animal, or thing that does;

gin-a-vi, the beings that do, namely, the women
, or girls,

or animals, or things that do;

We shall see later on in the chapter on the Verb that these

appellative and relative partioipial nouns are conjugated for the

various persons, e.g.—

hog-a-m, I the small boy;

kbg-a-ti, or kog-a-n-ti, thou the small boy;

gln-a-mu, we who do;

gin-a-teru, or gln-a-n-teru, you who do.

It is important to bear in mind the formation of the appel-

lative and relative partioipial nouns in order to understand what

gender and number are in the Kui language.

Verbal nouns express the state or the aot implied in the

verbal root in itself, e.g., manba, the state of being ;
giva, the

aot of doing.

Derivative nouns or verbal derivatives are nouns formed from a

verbal root, e.g., kb-mbo, a sept, from the root kb, to cut.



GENDER.

The formation of the verbal nouDs and derivative nouns has

been indioated in the Introduction, and will be referred to

again in the chapter on the Verb.

Gender.

In the primitive Dravidian tongue, substantive nouns, that is,

the names of living beings and inanimate objeots, did not possess

iik themselves any inherent sign of gender as suoh. With the

exception of a few rational nouns, like man and woman, father

and mother, brother and sister, which are so instinot with

personality that they oonnote sex in their very signification, all

nouns were neuter or, strictly Bpeaking, without gender. When it

was necessary to distinguish between the sexes of living beings

Bome word equivalent to * male ’ and ‘ female * was prefixed to

the noun. This older method of distinguishing sex—and it is

something different from grammatical gender—is still found in

modern Tamil and Malayalam and Canarese as in Kui e.g., Tamil

:

an kurandei, a boy, pen kurandei, a girl ; Malayalam : an peidal,

a boy, pen peidal, a girl ;
Kui : mnh' mida, a boy, aaa mida,

a girl. This older method also is the only one that exists for

marking the difference of sex in irrational beings in all the

modern Dravidian languages, including Kui e.g., Kui
:
pbra pdji,

a boar, tali p&ji
,
a sow; tedra koju, a cook; tadi koju, a hen.

In the second class of nouns the suffix denoting the being

or agent in whioh the quality or relation (appellative noun) or

state or action (relative partioipial noun) implied in the root-

word is made to exist conoretely takes two forms as we have

seen : one for male rational beings, and the other for nil the

rest, namely, female rational beings,
irrational beings of both sexes

and inanimate objects, and also the deities of both sexes . The same

distinction between male rational beings and all the other beings

and things is observed in tho personal desinences of the finite

verb in the third person.

From this it will be evident that there are two grammatical

genders in Kui :

—

(1) the masculine, for male rational beings alone, and

(2) the neuter, or properly neutral, for all the rest, namely,

female rational beings, irrational beings, inanimate

objeots, and the deities.
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The suffixes implying being are

Singular. Plural.

Masculine ... anjti, dnju. aru
9

dru .

Neuter ... ri, or li. vi, (u and a, rarely).

The . essential difference between the masculine and neuter

suffixes is in this that the former oonnotes, in addition to the

signification of a being in general, the idea of a personality of

the male sex, whereas the latter does not carry any connotation

of gender at all.

Although there is no grammatical feminine gender in Kui,

nevertheless there are signs of a feminine singular that resembles

the feminine singular of Tamil, Malayalam, and Canarese.

Now as a general rule the feminine singular of the appel-

lative and relative participial nouns as well as of the predioative

verbs in the third person in Kui is identical in form with the

neuter or neutral, but still there is a special case in which the

purely feminine singular suffix ali or dli is used in certaiu

compounds as a feminine and cannot be replaced by the ordinary

neuter or neutral suffix ri, e.g .

—

/»•«-«/«, a Kandh woman, never kfoari or Aft-ri.

tnreh'*ali
,

a wife or woman, nover mreti-ari or mrth'-ri.

There are two appellative nouns in Kui in which the being

implied in the noun can only be a rational being. They are

mri-enju ,
a son, and tnrau

, a daughter
;

and lav-enjn, a youth,

and la
J

a or la-v-a, a maiden. It is curious that the feminine

form of these words does not add the rudimentary feminine

suffix ali or ali.

In the patois spoken in the West Kandh Mils and Cliinna

Kimdi the more commonly used form of the third person

singular neuter of the personal pronoun, namely, eri
9

a woman,

or animal, or thing, becomes eli. Similarly, li is the suffix

employed to form appellative and relative participial nouns to

signify both female rational boings as well as irrational beings

and inanimate objeots instead of the more common ri of the

East Kandh Male and Gumsar dialects.

The interchange of r and l is only a dialectical peculiarity.

The / of the West Kandh Mals and Chinna Kimdi dialects does

not appear to be radically the same as the rudimentary feminine
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gender suffix ali or dli in whioh the vowel is a part of the

root. An examination of the oonstruotion of the demonstrative or

personal pronouns of the third person will Bhow this : the mas*
culine evanju ib a compound of e

(demons . particle) + v ( euphonic

particle) + anju (tnasc . gender suffix), which is equivalent to evanju

or evanju, but the neuter eri, eli
,

is a compound of e (demons,

particle) + ri or li (neuter gender suffix). A fully developed

feminine form corresponding to the masouline would have been

e (demons, particle) + v (euphonic particle) + ali or dli (feni. gender

suffix), namely, etali or evali, which does not exist.

As the feminine of appellative and relative partioipial nouns

both in the singular and plural is indistinguishable from the

neuter in Kui, an explanatory phrase has to be introduced some-

times to distinguish between wOmen and animals or things when

the meaning is not clear from the context. For instance, the

word ndjutaska means literally—those in the village (neuter)

;

but

generally it signifies—the women of the village, e.g., ndjutaska vatu

,

— the women of the village came. However, the expression may
also mean—the animals of the village or the gods of the village

oame. If the listener did not understand the sentence correctly,

it would have to be made olear in some suoh way as this:

“ You know the animals (or gods) of the village ? Well, they

of the village (ndjutaska) came.”

Although there are only two genders in Kui—a masouline and

a neuter or neutral, there are various ways of distinguishing the

sex of living beings:

—

(f) By the use of words that connote sex in themselves, e.g.,

aba, father, to, mother; ambesa, younger brother, budi,

younger sister.

(it) By prefixing a word indicating sex in the case of both

rational and irrational beings, e.g .

—

mreh 9 loku, a man, asa Ibku, a woman

;

pbra pdji, a boar, tali pdji, a sow;

tedra kbju,
a cock, tadi kb/u, a hen.

(m) By the use of suffixes to distinguish a male rational

being from ali other beings, e.g.

—

mreh'enju
,
a man or husband;

mreh9
ali, a woman or wife;

kog-anju
,

a boy ;

kbg-ari, a girl, or small animal, or small thing.
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Tb.e last mode as we have eeen is imperfect because no dis-

tinction is drawn (1) between women and animals and things! and

(2) between the sexes of animals.

Although the generio signification of the suffixes in nouns of

agency is that of a being or agent without any specification of

sox, still it will be convenient to oall the suffixes the gender

suffixes to distinguish them from the purely number suffixes with

which they will be treated in the next seotion.

Number.

In Tamil irrational and inanimate nouns are rarely

pluralised in ordinary conversation, the singular form of the noun

being used in an indefinite singular-plural sense, and the idea of

plurality being left to be understood from the context. In Telugu

it is otherwise, and all irrational and inanimate nouns are

pluralised as regularly as rational nouns. Kui follows the praotioe

of Telugu and pluralises all its nouns.

Accordingly there are two numbers in Kui: (1) the lingular

and (2) the plural.

Singular number .

There is no speoial sign or suffix to indicate the singular

number, and the singular is therefore

—

(i) the root, including the formative if any, with or with-

out the gender suffix, and

(ti) the theme or inflexional base with the addition of the

gender suffix.

The gender suffixes are:

—

Masculine. Neuter.

anju,
&nju. ri

,
li, du

The employment of the gender suffix is regulated as follows:—

(1) Rational substantive nouns that connote a personality in

themselves and therefore sex, as for instanoe the words express-

ing family relation, do not generally add the gender suffix, e.g.

—

aba
t
a father;

ia, a mother;

ambisa
,
a younger brother;

badi, a younger sister
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The forms aba-nju, ia-li, eto., are really appellative verbs of

the third person, as we shall see in the chapter on the Verb.

(2) All other substantive nouns as suoh, that is, the names of

irrational beings and inanimate objeots, do not add the gender

suffix, as singularity is sufficiently indicated by the form of the

words themselves, e.g.

—

kodi, a bull or cow.

pdji, a pig.

minu, a fish.

idu, a house.

(3) The appellative and relative participial nouns always add to

root or theme the gender suffixes, e.g.—

Root. Euphonic Inflexional Suffix.

particle

.

particle .

kog- a- anju a boy.

kdg- a - ri
|

a girl, a small animal,
li

|f
a small thing.

dit- a- anju a man that fell down.

dlt- a - ri
j

a woman, or animal, or
* J thing that fell down.

e- o- anju he.

0-
?• !

she or it (woman, animal
h } or thing).

The suffix di instead of ri or K appears in a few words in

the EaBt Kandh M&ls and Gumsar dialeots, e.g., nd/u-tadi, a

woman of the village (or a deity, or animal, or thing of the

village).

Plural number.

The plural is formed by adding suffixes that imply plurality

to the root or -the theme.

The suffixes of plurality are of two kinds:—

(i) those with a fundamental signification of plurality, and

(**) those with a signification of plurality as well as of a

being or agent, that is to say, the plural forms of

what we have termed the gender suffixes.

The merely plural suffixes are:

—

nga, the soft or ordinary form with the nasal inserted

euphonioally.
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ka or kka
9

the hardened, and the hardened and doubled

form, respectively, of nga without the nasal.

%ka 9
the euphouio form of kka.

The gender suffixes are:—

Masculine. Neuter.

aru
9

aru . vi
9
u

9
a.

The three forms vi9 u9 and a, of the plural neuter gender

suffix appear to be radically the same as the common Dravidian

neuter plural suffix a . The v in the first or most common form

vi is an euphonio consonant inserted between the base and the

real suffix i to prevent hiatus. The suffix i itself appears to be

a weakened form of the plural partiole a . The forms u and a

are used very rarely and appear to be the older forms. Dr.

Caldwell remarks on the tendenoy of the pluralising particle

short a to be weakened into e
9
u9 ei

9
and i. The plural gender

suffixes are therefore really a pluralising partiole in their origin:

they are not gender suffixes in the same sense as the plural

masculine gender suffixes aru
9 aru

9
are gender suffixos.

The rules to be observed in the use of the various plural

number and gender suffixes are somewhat confusing, as they

are not symmetrical:

—

(1) Rational substantive nouns that connote sex in themselves

add to the root

—

(t) When male rational beings,' only the plural masouline

suffix aru
9

e.g .

—

Root . Inflexion. Suffix,

aba- ww, fathers.

ambesa- aru9 younger brothers.

(u) When female rational beings—

() The plural number suffix ska
, and

() A combination of the singular neuter suffix ri

or li with ska
9

e.g,—~

Boot. Inflexion . Suffix.

ia- ska
'

ri-ska

li-ska |

mothers.

badi- ska 1

ri-ska

U-ska ]|

younger sisters.
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(2) Neuter substantive nouns, namely, the names of irrational

beings (including the deities) and inanimate objeots, add the

merely plural number suffix nga or ka or kka or sometimes ska

to the root, e.g.

—

Root. Inflexion. Suffix.

kddi- nga
j

ska
)

cattle.

min(u)- ka fishes.

id(u)- (itf)-ka i

(idu)~riga
j

houses.

nakuri- ska
(

nga
)

dogs.

vadi- nga 1

ska
}

stones.

pen-{u) ka gods.

(3) Appellative nouns excepting the personal pronouns of the

third person add the following plural number or gender suffixes

to the theme

—

(i) When male rational beings

—

(ft) the plural masculine suffix aru,

(b) the plural number suffix nga or ka,

(c) a compound of aru and nga or ka, or aru and
nga and ka, or nga and ka alone, e.g.

—

Root. Inflexion . Suffix.

kdg- tf- aru
j

nga
J

j

boys.

mrl- (e)ru

nga
ka
nga*ru

ka-ru

i

> sons.

ka-nga

ka-vga-ru
„]

The example mrleru happens to be a typical word to illus-

trate the compound plurals which axe so peculiarly a characteris-

tic of all the Dravidian languages.
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(«») When female rational beings—

(a) the plural neuter suffix vi,

(b) the plural number suffix tka,

(c) a compound of ri or li and ska,

((l) a compound of ri and ska, e.g.—

-

Root. Inflexion. Suffix.

kbg- a- vi 'j

ska
(

ri-tka y girls.

li-ska
|

vi-ska J

(«») When irrational beings

—

(a) the neuter plural suffix vi, e.g.—

Root. Inflexion. Suffix.

hog- a- vi, small animals.

(tv) When inanimate objects

—

(a) the plural neuter suffix vi.

(b) the plural number suffix u or a, e.g.—

Root. Inflexion. Suffix

kog- «- vi \

u
|
small things.

a )

In the following example the uncommon form of the plural

neuter gender suffix u is used idiomatically instead of the ordi-

nary form vi :

Vadivga t&'i ? A, kbgi koga-u,—Shall I bring the stones?

Yes, small ones, lit. small small-ones.

(4) Relative participal nouns add the following plural gender

suffixes and number suffixes:—

(t) When male rational beings

—

(a) the plural masculine suffix rtt alone, e.g.

—

Root. Inflexion Suffix.

dit. a- ru, the men that fell down.

(it) When female rational beings, irrational beings, or inani-

mate objeots—

(a) The plural neuter suffix vi alone, e.g.—
Root. Inflexion. Suffix.

dit- a- vi, the women, or animals, or

things that fell down.
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(5) Tho demonstrative or personal pronouns of the third person

form their plural somewhat differently from the appellative

nouns by adding the following plural gender and number suffixes

to the demonstrative partioles

(•) When male rational beings

—

(a) the plural masouline suffix rn alone, e.g .

—

Root . Inflxion. Suffix,

e- (iv euphonic) a- aru
,
they.

(11) When female rational beings—

() the plural neuter suffix vi,

() a compound of ri or li and ska, and

(o) a compound of vi and ska, e.g .
—

Root. Inflexion . Suffix.

0- vi

ri-ska

li^ska

vi-ska

they.

(m) When irrational beings and inanimate objeota—

('/) the plural neuter suffix ri alone, e.g.~

Root . Inflexion . Suffix.

e- vi, they.

Although a distinction in form has been drawn between

female rational beings and animals or things in the appellative

and relative participial nouns, it is not to be understood that

the rule is a hard and fast one. There is a tendency to dis-

criminate between female rational beings and animals or things,

but it would not be a grammatical mistake to use one form

for the other, e.g kogaviska may be used for small animals

and small things as well as for girls.

It is to be noted that Kui instead of using the plural mas-

oulino suffix aru with an epioene or common gender signi-

fication as in tho literary Dravidian languages employs one

of the doubled and hardened forms of the purely plural suffix

jig-i, namely, ska, to pluraliso rational substantive nouns that

represent female beings, e.g,, ia , mother, ia-ska
, mothers ; bMi,

younger sister, bfJuli-ska, younger sisters.

We saw in the Introduction tho characteristic Dravidian law

of doubling and at tho same time hardening a sonant to its

corresponding surd for tho purpose of expressing tho transition
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of an aotion, etc. The principle underlying the law is found

in the use of the doubled and hardened form of the partiole

of plurality, namely, kka for the sake of emphasis on or special-

isation of the meaning of the word to which it is suffixed as

the following examples will show

Vidunga dh'hanai gbsaki v&dure,—Take your bows and

come to the forest.

But, nh ! cittka dh'hanai gbsaki vddure ,—Uh ! Come with your

bows . I called out to you to come with your bows,

and here you are ooming with stioks only.

Kbdirigani peh'mfi,—drive away the bullocks.

But, uh ! isingi kbdiskani angina,—Uh ! How shall we

manage these wicked or unruly bullooks—an exclama-

tion frequently uttered by a ploughman.

Another example is seon in the infinitive mood of the verb :

Kdmagiva tarigi ndjatari drkamu ,—go call the villagers

to work.

But, uh ! kdmagippka tarigi ndjatari drkamure,—Uh ! I told

you to oall the villagers to work , for what else do

you think I want them.

Now the sound k is very liable to be softened into ch or its

equivalent s in the Dravidian languages, c.g., kbg
, small, in Kui

is kinna in Canareso, but chinna in Telugu and sinna in Tamil.

Accordingly, the rule we get in Kui is that when kka is added

to a noun to emphasise or specialise its signification the first

k is softened to s when the noun ends in a vowel.

As rational substantive nouns that are the names of female

beings usually end in a vowel, the emphasised or specialised form

of the plural suffix kka, which is the only form used with these

nouns, becomes ska, e.g., ia*ska
,
mothers

;
budi-ska, younger sisters

;

Mi-ska, elder sisters ;
mrdu-ska, daughters.

The emphasised or specialised form of the plural suffix ska is

also used as we have seen to distinguish more or less women

from animals and things in the nouns of agency.

A curious instance of the frequent use of the particle ska

with a substantive? nouu that is not tho name of a woman is

the oase of ndkuri
,

a dog. Tho ordinary plural of ndkuri is

ndkuringa

;

hut as tho word is often employed as a term of abuse

both for human beings and dogs, the plural form of tho word
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is generally ndtcuri-ska even when no emphasis is meant, and

ttdkururiga is soaroely ever heard.

Some substantive nouns of the neuter gender undergo modi-

fications in their root or theme before adding the plural suffixes.

The following are the principal modifications :

—

(*) Some nouns ending in u
,

which appears to be an

enunciative vowel, drop the u before adding the plural

suffix, e.g.—

Jid-n, fruit ; plu. ka-nga.

jprd-n, rice ; pin. pra-riga.

waf/a-v, fish
;

plu. min-ka.

prl-u, worm
;

pin
.
pri-ka.

tla-Uy head
;

plu. tld-ha .

kan-u, eye
;

pin. kun-ka.

Tue plural of fufu, stomach, is tutunga as well as

tHppmk(9.

( ii
)
Some nouns ending in ju drop the ju before adding the

plural suffix, c.g .

—

u-ju f flesh
; plu . u-nga.

kd~ju t hand ;
pin. kd-ka.

pierp-ju
, a stream

;
plu. piere-ka.

But, pti-juy flower, has for its plural pujn-nya as

well as pilinga or puss-ka. l>dn-ju
y

the moon, has

dan-ju-nga

.

{iii) Some nouns ending in ju, du, du, where the j, d, d are

a part of the root or theme and the final vowel

an e:.unciutive short u or r/, drop the final vowel

and double and harden the sonant which ends the

word to its corresponding when the hard form

of tho plural suffix is added, e.g .

—

kd-ju, a fowl
;
plu . ko-88-ka.

sd-jn, a sore
;

plu . w-ss-ka.

But ni-ju y oil, has for its plural ni-M-ka or ni-j ka.

Some other examples are

—

mra-du
, a hare

;
plu. mra-tt-ka.

drd-du
,

a calf
;

plu. dra-tt-ka.

rd (fu, a kite
;

plu . rd-tt-ka.

en»da
f a dance

;
plu, en-lt-ku.

c 2
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(if) Some nouns ending in nu drop the final vowel and

transfer the n to the preceding vowel or consonant

which beoomes nasalised when the hard plural suffix

is added, e.g.—

pre-nu, a bone ;
pin. pre-ka.

But, pe-nu, a gods, has pe-n-ka for its plural ; mrdh’uu,

a tree, has mrdh’ka for its plural (compare ancient

Canarese maram, a tree
;

plu. mara-gai).

(v) Some nouns ending in nju drop the final u and double

and harden the j into «s, and transfer the nasal to

the vowel or consonant preceding the j when the

hard plural suffix is added, e.g.

—

va-n-ju, a finger; phi. vft-ss-ka.

(ft) Some nouns ending in final t drop the i before adding

tho plural suffix, e.g.—

jdeli, maize; pin. Joel-ka.

paheri

,

road; plu. paher-ka.

But, nifnigeli, nose; pin. mungeli-ka.

And, rangosi, tongue
;
plu. vdngfoi-ka.

Cask.

For tho purpose of expressing the case relations of a propo-

sition, that is, of marking the particular function a noun or

pronoun performs in a proposition—such for instanoe, as its being

the subject of the sontence (nominative case), or the direct object

of the predicativo verb (accusative case), etc., — the noun or pro-

noun in Kui agglutinates to itself certain auxiliary words or

particles which grammarians call the postpositions or case-suffixes

or tho caao-signs.

The case-suffixes in several instances still retain traces of

their original character as auxiliary nouns, but a few of them have

dwindled down to mere case-signs or dosinenoes os the Dative

ease-suffix ki.

In tho Dravidian languages tho oase-suffixes are added to

what Dr. Caldwell calls ‘the inflexional base of the noun,’

namely, ‘ that form a noun assumes when it qualifies or is

qualified by a subsequent noun, or when it stands to such noun
in tho relation of on adjective.’
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The inflexional base of the noun in Kui is sometimes the

same as the orude base or natural form, that is to say, the form in

whioh it appears in the nominative oase both in the singular and

in the plural. In the other oases the inflexional base is obtained

(f) by a modification in form of the erudo base, e.g.
f

shortening

the inoluded vowel or dropping the enunoiative partiole, and (ii)

by the addition of a partiole, namely, the inflexional iuorement

or augmentation, to the orude base.

The formation of the inflexional base by a modification in

form of the orude base is seen in the personal pronouns of the

first and second persons where the inoluded vowel of the theme

is shortened, e.g. 9
dm

,
I; but ana-ni9

of me.

The second mode of forming the inflexional base by the

addition of an inflexional increment is as common in Kui as in

the literary Dravidian languages.

The inflexional increments in Kui are

—

ni (compare Telugu ni and na)
f

ti (oompare Telugu ti or ti),

i (compare Telugu i),

a (oompare Telugu a)
t

and their various combinations as

—

ni *f t, or mi, ti + • + t, or i, etc.

The particle ni in Kui is generally suffixed to a noun when

it represents an object near at hand or in view of the speaker or

the person spoken to, e.g.
9

k&di-ni petimQ.—Drive away the cow,

namely, the one here before us . On the other hand, ti is used

when the object is some distance away or not in view of the

speaker or the person spoken to, e.g, 9
gosa-ki sdsenju

, sdjanai

krandi-ti vih'tenju,—He went to the forest and shot a tiger,

namely, the tiger that teas there; but vadU vddu krandi-ni nieh'dd,

—

Come and see the tiger, namely, the one he has shot.

As Kui is not a literary language, the difference jn use betweon

ni and ti is not strictly observed.

The particles % and a are used generally as the inflexional

increments for the masculine and neuter gender respectively of

appellative and relative participial nouns.

As the inflexional increment is the hinge on which the case

suffixes are attaohed, the inflexional base might bo called the

general oblique case of the noun.
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General Oblique Case .

The general oblique case is

—

(1) Of substantive nouns of both genders:

—

(i) the crude base, and

(it) the inflexional base in ni or ti
9

or sometimes in *,

or a compound of two or three of them, e.g.
9
ddda,

elder brother; crude base
,
ddda; inflexional base9

dada-ni,

dada-ti
9
ddda-i

9
ddda-ti-ni, dada-ni-i

9
dada-ti-i, dada-ti-ni-i9

dada-i-i.

(2) Of appellative and relative participial nouns of the mas-

culine gender :

—

the inflexional base in i or sometimes in ni
9
or a compound

of the two, e.g .

—

koganjUf a boy ; inflexional base, kbgan-t
9

kbgan-ni
9

kogan-i- i, kogan - n i-

u

(3) Of appellative and relative participial nouns of the neuter

gender :

—

the inflexional base in a
%

or generally in a + ni
9 or some-

times in a 4- ti and the various combinations as a -f /,

a 4- ni 4- i
9
a + i + i

y Sfo. 9
e.g .

—

Kbgari9 a girl or small animal or small thing : in-

flexional base
, kogar-a

9
kogar-a-ni

,
kogar-a-ti

9 kdgar-a-i
9

kugar-a-ni-iy kdgar-a-i-i,

The general oblique case may bo used for any one of the

oblique cases; but as there are no special auxiliary case-signs for

the genitive and accusative, it is the genitive as well as the

accusative oase in Km, e.g.—

ndi d&da-ni m\da
9
—My eider brother’s child (genitive),

ndi dada-ni arkdmu
9
—Qo call my elder brother (accusa-

tive).

We shall now examine the formation of eaoh one of the

various oases in Kui.

Nominative Case .

There is no distinctive case termination attached fo the noun
wheu it is the subjeot of a proposition, that is to say, when it

is in the nominative case. The nominative oase is therefore (f)
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the bare root, inoluding the formative, if any, and (it) the form

compounded of the root and the gender and number suffixes.

However, as the enunciative particles of the gender suffixos ju of

anjuy u of aruj as well as the enunciative final vowel u of the

personal pronouns of the first and seoond persons are dropped in

the oblique cases, they are peculiar to the nominative case, and

may therefore be considered as nominativo case signs.

Genitive case .

There is no auxiliary genitive oase sign as we have seen, and

the general oblique case is also the genitive case. Accordingly,

for nouns that do not add the gender suffixes the genitive case

is the crude base or the inflexional base with the augmentations

niy tt\ i, and their compounds, and for nouns that add the gender

suffixes the inflexional base with the augmentation * as well as

the compounds of % with ni
9

t, for the masculine gender, and a as

well as the compounds of a with ni, ti
y i, for the neuter gender.

Substantive nouns do not generally add the augmentation for

the genitive, especially where there can be no ambiguity from

the position of the words, e.g.

—

ndi dada nnda drkamUy instead of ndi ddda-ni nnda
y
—Go call

my brother’s child.

The inflexional increment ni is not generally used with the

plural of masculine nouns ending in the gender suffix arts, e.g .

—

ndi dadar-i mtdariga drkdmd, instead of ndi dadar-ni

mldarigay—Go oall my brother’s children.

The inflexional increment ti is not generally used with plural

nouns, e.g *

—

krandi-ti mida rmtiteru%—they saw the tiger’s cub.

But the form krandi-riga-ti or krandi-nga-n-ti would be unusual.

It is difficult to give any hard-and-fast rule as to the employ-

ment of the various combinations of the augmentations. For

instanoe a + and not a alone, is the ordinary form for the

demonstrative or personal pronouns of the third person neuter

singular and plural, and the other combinations would be very

unusual and perhaps a mistake.
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The method of forming the genitive of the personal pronouns

must be noted here:

—

First person
, by adding the inflexional increment a plus the

inflexional increment i or ni
,

e.g.—

anu
, I; gen. nd-i, or a/a-a-m.

dmu
,
we

;
md-* or a/w-a-nt.

Second person , by adding the inflexional increment i or • plus

i/aw, thou; gen

.

or m'-i, whioh becomes wi sometimes,

frw, you; gwa. m~i, or ini-i9 whioh is equivalent to mi

sometimes.

It will be observed that the first or more common form of the

first person nd-i, md-i
,
drops the initial vowel d and lengthens the

inflexional a to d, and the seoond or less common form ana-ni
9

ama-ni shortens the initial vowel d to a before adding the aug-

mentation in the usual Dravidian manner.

The seoond person singular inn sometimes, but very rarely,

uses a form ina-ni corresponding to the forms ana-ni
9

ama-ni of

the first person. But there is no form like ima-ni for the seoond

person plural.

The commonly used forms for the second person singular and

plural are: ni and mi respectively.

Third person
,

the genitive of the pronouns of the third person

are formed in the same way as the genitive of appellative nouns

of the masouline and neuter genders.

There is an auxiliary genitive suffix de or di whioh is used

for the possessive absolute in all three persons and both genders

and numbers of pronouns, e.g.

—

d/aw, I
;
poss. abs. na-n-de

9
or ana-n-de .

dmuf we
;

poss. abs . md-n-de
9 or ama-n-de.

inu, thou; poss . abs. ni-n-de.

irw, you
;

poss . abs . ml-n-de.

evanju
, he; post, abs. eva-n-du

el>aru
9

they; poss. abs. eva-r-di.

eri
9 she, it

;
poss. abs . era-n-di.

evi9 they
;

poss. abs. eva-n-dt\ or et'a*ska-n~du
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Accusative case.

The accusative ease like the genitive is identically the same
as the general oblique ease.

Irrational and inanimate substantive nouns are generally

used in their ornde nominative form for the aoousative when
there is no ambiguity, e.g.

—

Krdiyii vih'mQ, instead of krdndini viVmd,—Shoot the tiger.

The inflexional increments ni, ti, i, and their combinations,

and *, a, and their combinations, are ueed in the same

way as in the genitive oase, the first set as augmentations to

nouns that do not add the gender suffixes, and the second set

to nouns that add the gender suffixes, t being the partiole for

the masouline gender and a for the neuter.

In the personal pronouns of the first and seoond persons

there is a distinot accusative oase Bign whioh is the same as the

dative case sign, e.g.

—

anu, I
;

accu. ndnge, or anange.

amu, we ; accu. mdrige, or amarige.

inu, thou ; accu. ninge.

iru, you
;

accu. mirige.

In the first person the general oblique oase forms anani,

amani, are sometimes used. But there are no corresponding

forms for the second person.

Dative case.

The dative oase is formed by adding the auxiliary dative

oase suffix ki to the inflexional base or general oblique oase,

e.g.—

ddda-ki, or ddda-n-ki, or ddda-ti-ki, or ddda-n-ii-n(i)-kt, or

ddda-i-ki, sim8,—-Give to the elder brother.

In the personal pronouns of the firBt and seoond persons the

usual dative oase suffix is the same as the aoousative case suffix,

namely, nge, e.q.

—

anu, I; dat. ndnge
,

or anange,
or anaiiku

dmu, we; dat. mdiige, or amange, or amanki.

inu, thou ;
dat. ninge, or inanki.

iru, you: dat. mirige.
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it will be noted that there is no corresponding form to

inan-ki in the second person plural.

The -other cases are formed in the same way as the dative

case, namely, by the addition of an auxiliary suffix to the

oblique case form or inflexional base, which is sometimes, as we

have seen, identical with the crude base. Accordingly, there may

be any number of cases in Kui. The following are some of

them :

—

Locative case , which is formed by the addition of the suffix

ta, in, e.g.—

Idu-ta mane

,

—It is in the house.

A more intensivo sign is lai or lai-ta, meaning inside or

within. Similarly, baha or baha-ta signifies near, and so on.

Ablative case, which is formed by the addition of the suffix

feka, from, or baha-ieka, from noar, e.g.

—

Ida feka sdlmu,—Go from the house.

MrAh'nu bahafcka pinjitenju,—He ran away from near the

tree.

Instrumental case, which is formed by the addition of the

suffix dai, ini, rai, by moans of, through, e.g .

—

Duradai uh'tenju,—He boat with a stiok.

Conjunctive case, which is formed by tho addition of the

suffix kee, with, iu the company of, e.g .

—

Ndikee vdmu ,—Uome along with mo.

Vocative case. The vocative oase is formed in a peouliar

mauner in Kui. The noun is put into the form of an appellative

verb of the soeond person and the expletive e is plaoed before

it, e.g .

—

E mrika-vga.n-de.ru,—•0 boys, lit. 0 you who are boys.

Sometimes tho ordinary crude form of the noun (nominativo

case) is used, e.g,

—

E mrika, or e mrikavga,~Q boys.

A list of the commonly used oase suffixes or postpositions will

be given in the chapter on the Postpositions, or case suffixes.
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CHAPTER II.

ADJECTIVE.

Adjective.

Tlie adjective in Kui, as in all the Dravidian languages, is

a noun of quality or relation which acquires the foroe of an

adjective properly so called by being placed in apposition before

another noun. The adjective accordingly undergoes no change

in form to agree with the noun it qualifies.

Besides the nouns of quality or rotation nouns of state or

aotiou, that is, verbal nouns and participles, are used as ad-

jeotives as in the other Dravidian languages.

The following are the various ways in which nouns and

verbs are used as adjectives:

—

(1) Nouns of quality or relation become adjotives by being

plaoed in apposition before the noun they qualify, c.g ,

—

Deri loku
,

a big man.

Deri lokurtt, big men.

Deri ittka
, big houses.

The final i in this class of nouns of quality or relations,

e.g., tJeri
,

big, kogi, small, nigi
,

good, appears to be an enun-

oiative vowel, or it may be a sign of the crude base or genitive.

(2) Some substantive nouns beoorae adjectives by being placed,

in apposition before the noun they qualify, e.g.—

Naju loku, a man of the village or villagers.

Vadi vlu
, a stone-house.

(8) The relative or adjectival participle every tense
performs the functions of an adjective, c.g.

Vdni loku, the ooming-man or the man that comes.
Vati loku, the came-man or the man that oame.

The final vowel i in the relative or adjectival participle
also appears to be an enuneiative partiole, or a sign of the crude
base or genitive.
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(4) The infinitive prefixed in apposition to a noun gives (i)

an adjective that signifies the action or state implied in the

verbal root without reference to time, and (it) an adjective that

is sometimes different in meaning from the corresponding

relative or adjectival participle from the same root or base,

e.g.—-

Pdnba Idku, a knowing man, that is, a skilful or clever

man.

But, PHnni Idku
, a man that knows simply, not

necessarily a skilful or clever man.

tfrgi mdnba loku, a rice-possessing man, that is, a well-

to-do or wealthy man.

But, argi nidnni Idku, a man that has rice in his posses-

sion, not necessarily a wealthy man.

(5) Nouns of all kinds may append the indeterminate tense

of the relative or adjectival partioiple of mdn, to be or exist,

and its negative sid, not to be or not to exist, and a, to be

or beoomo, and its negative d'a, not to be or not to beoome,

and be used as adjootives, e.g.

—

Sanja mdnni asa mida, a beautiful woman, lit. a woman
that has beauty.

Bdja ani loku
, a kingly person, lit. a person that is

king.

Krau tula'ni pingudi, a shallow bowl, lit. a bowl that is

not deep.

The other tenses of the relative or adjectival participle yield
adjeotives with a somewhat different signification, e.g.—

Sanja mdii dna mida, a once beautiful woman, > lit. a
woman that was beautiful.

Bdja dja mdti Idku, one who had been a kingly person,
lit. a person that had been king.

(6) The inflexional increments ni, ti, i, a, suffixed to nouns
give them the foroe of an adjective, but they are really parti-

tive genitives, e.g.

—

Vddini idu, a stone-house, or house of stone.
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(7) Adjectives borrowed from Uriya or Hindi generally

remain unchanged, e.g.~

B&da krdndiy an old tiger.

Degrees of Comparison .

(1) Comparative degree.

In the expression of the comparative degree Kui follows a

method of its own :

—

(•) the term which forms the basis of comparison is put

in the dative case instead of, as in the literary

Dravidian languages, the looative oase, e g.—
Evanki dnu deranu, I am bigger than he is, lit.

to him I am big.

(«’) Sometimes the partiole ofe signifying and or more is

placed before the adjective, e.g.—
Evanki dnu ofe deranu, to him I am more big.

(Hi) Sometimes tho term of comparison is put in the ablative

case as in Uriya and Hindi, e.g.—
Evani baha ieka dnu deranu

,
I am bigger than he

is, lit. from him I am big.

(2) Superlative degree

.

The superlative degree is expressed in various ways:—

(i) By placing the particle of number gule, all, before the

term of comparison which is in the dative oase, e.g

Oule lokutiki evanju deranju, he is bigger than all,

namely, biggest of all.

(ii) By placing bofore tho qualitative which remains un-

changed the particle of number delta, dehane, much

many, e.g.—
Evanju deham deranju, he is very big.

(m) By repeating the adjeotivo,

Evanju 4eri deri loku, he is a very big man.

(if) By putting the term of comparison in tho ablative

oase instead of, as in Uriya and Hindi, the dative

case, *.</.—

Quldeka evanju deranju
,
he is big from all, namely,

tho biggest.
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Numerals,

(1) Cardinal numerals.

In the Southern Gilmsar dialeot there are distinct words to

express the cardinal numbers from one to seven; but further

north in the Kandh Mals the Kfii numorals, with the only excep-

tion ot ro, one, and ri, two, have boen displaced by the Uriya

terms. The Uriya terms themselves have undergone Blight

phonetic modifications in the course of their utterance from the

lips of a Knnadh, as for instanoe chdro
,

four, becomes saro, and

cltho, six, so, and so on.

The following are the cardinal numerals:

—

Gumar dialect . Kandh Mdls diaLct

.

one ro ro.

two ri ri.

three
a

tun tin.

four nal sdro.

five sing paso.

six saj so.

Beven 0(1 sato.

eight nto (Uriya) ato.

nine no (Uriya) no.

ton doso (Uriya) doso .

eleven doso ope ro doso ofe rr.

twelve doso ofe ri doso ope ri.

twenty kori kori

.

twenty-one kori ope ro kori oPe ro.

thirty kori ope doso kori ote doso.

forty ri kori ri kori.

The numbers from above ten to twenty are formed by say-

ing ton aud one, doso ote ro

;

toil and two, doso ole ri, etc.

The Uriya or Hindi word kuri, pronounced kori, is used for

twenty.

hrom twenty onwards the counting is done by twenties, as

for instance forty is two twenties, ri kori
,

sixty three twenties,

mS kori, etc.

The oardinal numerals given above are the adjectival or

concrete forms as distinguished from the substantival or abstract

forms.
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The substantival forms of ro, ri, etc., are-

one, ronde

.

two,

three, tnunji.

four, nalgu

five, sipgi.

six, sajgi.

seven, odgi.

eight, afo.

nine, no.

ten, do80 .

The substantival forms are often used without any change as

numeral adjeotives, e.g .

—

Ho nakuri or nakuri ronde
,
one dog.

When thus used they are generally placed alter the" noun

they qualify.

The adjeotivai forms are used to make up appellative nouns

of number and appellative verbs, c.g .

—

roanjn
,

one man.

riaru
,

two men.

dnu roanu
,
I alone.

dmu riamu
,
we two alone.

(2) Ordinal numerals .

In the literary Dravidian languages the ordinal numerals are

formed from the cardinal numbers by means of suffixed verbal

participles or participial forms. This construction is not found in

Kfii, which uses generally the cardinal numbers as ordinals and

has recourse to circumlocution when the meaning is not evident

from the context, e.g.—

lib sdki gat'crni anna, call the first witness (the context

showing that the first witness and not one witness is

moant).

But, Hi mrdtinu pih'hanai tin mrdh'nuli krdh
ymu9— cut the

third tree, lit. having left two trees cut the three-

tree.

Or, lit mrdh'nu vioti ote ro mrdh'nu mane
,
mrdh’mti kr&h'mu

Id after two trees there is one tree, cut that tree.
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The ordinal numbers may also be expressed as follows:

—

Vele, the first, lit. before.

Ote, the seoond, lit. again.

Ote oft mbnjanai tin pdli
, the third, lit. again again

having been the three-one (pdli is an Uriya or

Hindi word).

Ote ofe m&njanai ear pdli, the fourth,

and so on.

Vioti}
viondi, the last, lit. behind.

(5) Distributive numerals.

The distributive numerals are formed by reduplication of the

cardinal numbers and sometimes by circumlocution, e.g .

—

JRo roanki ri ri paisa simU, give to eaoh one two pice, lit.

to one one give two two pice.

Hi ri dina pih’hanai ro ro dina vdmu
, come every third

day, lit . having left two two clays come on one

one day.
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CHAPTER III.

THE PRONOUNS.

Personal Pronouns.

The personal pronouns in Kui bear a dose family likenea

to the personal pronouns of the other Dravidian languages.

In common with the other Dravidian languages Kui is desti-

tute of personal pronouns of the third person, and uses instead

demonstrative particles with the addition of the gender and

number suffixes.

The personal pronouns in Kui are :
—

Singular

.

Plural.

1st person ... ante .

( dmu.

\
dju (inclusive plural).

2nd person ... inu. ini.

DECLENSION.

First Person .

Singular. Plural\

Nom. Ann dmu .

General Oblique
j

8f Genitive.
j

‘ nd-i, na-i-i, nri-i

j

ana-tii
9

ana-ni-i, Sfc.

i
ann-if ana-i-iy fyc.

«d-/, md-i*i
9 rnd-l

ami-ni, Sfc.

ama-ij fyc

Poss. absolute .

.

.

j

1

1

•S’!ii

Accus. ...
( tidnqe. rndnae •

f
anamje. amange.

( nduge. mdiigc.

Pat. ••• ! (mange .

( aAanki.

amangc *

amank:

D
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Second Person

.

Singular

.

Plural.

Norn. mu. iru.

General l

oblique fy \

genitive . (

M, mi, m*t.

tna-ni
, fyc.

ina-i
,

mi
,
wd-i, wd-i.

Posh, ah- 1

solute. j

nimlc. miride.

Accus.

(

hinge,

ninge .

mirige.

Vat.
j

inan-ki.

wan-i-ki
,

minge.

The method of formation of the general obliquo cose and

the other oblique cases of the personal pronouns has been ex-

amined in the chapter on the Noun.

As in all the Dravidian languages, there are two forms

for the first person plural of the pronouns : one, the inclusive

form, implying the person or persons speaking, as well as the

person or persons spokon to, and the other, the exclusive form
?

denoting only tho persons speaking and excluding the person

or persons spoken to.

The ordinary form dmu is tho exclusive form, e g.

—

Iru kdlii mdajeru dmu sat namu ,—you are playing, but we

aro dying.

Tho inclusive plural is Oju, which is doelined as follows:

—

Declension of aju.

Now, ... aju*

General (

oblique § <

genttioe. (

Foss, absolute
,

(wihdni,
Cjv.

amndiy fye.

amnaride

.

Accus . amnartge

.

/ amnd/.ge .

Vat
. J

amndnki

.

( amnan-i-ki
, ($c.

e.g.—

Vddu dju sdna
,
come let us go.
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Reflbxivk Pronouns.

The reflexive pronoun possesses all the characteristics of the

personal pronoun, and may almost be considered a personal pro*

noun of the third person when it stands as the nominative to

a verb.

The reflexive pronoun in Kui is :

—

Singular . Plurals

tdnu, self. tdru, selves.

The reflexive pronoun is deolined as follows

Declension.

Singular. Plural.

tdru.

Wanting.

J

Tdnu and tdru have the force of the personal pronoun of

the third person in the following examples:

—

Tdnu restenju,—ho himself said.

Tdru vesteru ,—they themselves said.

When tdnu and tdru are employed as reflexive pronouns in

the oblique eases the singular number is used for the plural,

which is wanting, e.y.—

Evanju tdnu lange topi kratenju ,—he cut his own throat, lit.

ho himself cut himself his throat.

Emm tdru tdnge topi krateru
f
—they cut their own throats,

lit. they themsolves cut himself his throat.

The plural tdru is the 6ame in form as the plural masouline

of the demonstrative pronoun tanju. The more regular plural

of tdnu should have been on the analogy of the literary

Dravidian languages tfwm or tdmaru
,

which, however, is not

found.

d 2

Norn. ..

General

oblique §
genitive ,

Puss, ab-

solute,

A ecus.

Vat .

tdnu

tdnani
, SfO.

ldna-i9 fyc.

(dude.

tdnge.

tdrige .

tanan-ki

tdnan-i-ki
, fyc.
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The reflexive pronouns are not used in the first or second

person in Kui. An emphatio particle m added to the pronoun

gives it the foroe of a reflexive pronoun, e.g.

—

Anune ndi tdti krdte,—I out my own throat, lit. I indeed

cut my throat.

Demonstrative Pronouns.

In many languages relative proximity or remoteness of an

object is denoted by the inflection of the voice, the higher

pitch in which the demonstrative particle is uttered implying

nearness and the lower tone remoteness of the objeot pointed out.

The following are the demonstrative particles in Kui:

—

t, this (close at hand),

i, that (close at hand).

a
,
that (further away),

o, that, yonder (furthest away).

These particles are lengthened to i, e, d, and 0, respectively,

for the sake of emphasis.

When used by themselves the particles are demonstrative

adjeotives, e.g .

—

• loku, this man.

e dsa mlda % that woman.

When the gender and number suffixes are added to the

demonstrative particles, they become demonstrative pronouns or

properly demonstrative nouns or nouns of relation, e.g .

—

ivanju
,
this man, namely, he.

eri
,
this woman, or animal, or thing, namely, she or it.

The demonstrative pronouns, especially the set formed on the

base e
,

aro used as personal pronouns of the third person.

Declension of the demonstrative pronoun e.

Masc. Gender.

AW*.

General Oblique
,

Genitive $ Accus.

eases.

P0S8. Abs.

hat.

Singular .

evanju .

evan-i, evan-i-r, $c.
evan-ni

, tyc.

evan-di

( evan-ki

|
evan-i-ki^Sfc.

\ eran-ni-ki
3 tyc.

Plural.

evaru .

evar-i
y fyc

evar-nf, Sfc .

evar-di.

evav-ki.

evar-i-ki> Sfc.

ivar-ni-ki
7 fyc.
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Neuter Gender.

Singular•. Plural.

Nom. M* eri

General Oblique,

Genitive
, fy Accus.

cases

.

era-ni, era-ni-i, fyc.

era*iy fyc.

JP088. Abe

.

Dat.

... eran-di.

f era-n-ki.

J
era-ku

\ era-ni-kiy fyc.

eviy eri-ska, eu-sk

eva-niy fyc.

eri-ika-niy fyc.

evi-eka-niy #c.

eva~iy fyc.

eri-stca-iy fyc.

eviska-iy fyc.

evan-diy eriska-n-di.

eviska-n-di.

eva-n-h'y fyc.y fyc.

eva-kiy fyc.y fyc .

eva-ni-kiy fyc.y fyc.

Sbbal As each demonstrative base consists of a single vowel,

when the gender suffix begins with a vowel, an euphonio v is generally

inserted between the base and the suffix iu order to prevent

hiatus, e.g .

—

E-t*anjUy he.

But, e-riy she or it.

In some of the dialects, for instance that spoken in Gtumsar,

the rule of euphony is not strictly observed, and instead of cvanju
,

evaruy we find eanjuy earn.

A noun formed like the demonstrative pronoun on the base

ta is sometimes used as an emphatic personal pronoun of the

third person. It is also used to form compound nouns of re-

lation or state, e.g .

—

Tdnju testenjuy he said.

But, Tanu (or tdnune) vestenju, he himself said.

Tdnju {mas.) and tdri {neuter) are declined like ecanju and eri.

The following are some examples of nouns of relation or stato

formed with tdnjUy tdri :

—

Ndju tdnjUy a villager.

Vtgali tdnju

y

a different man, another man.

Ro'i tdnjUy a bad man.
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Interrogative Pronouns.

There are two kinds of interrogative pronouns
: (1) the in-

iltfinite, and (2) the definite.

Indefinite interrogativee.

The ordinary or indefinite interrogative pronouns are:

—

Imba’e \

XJmba'e I Who? Whioh?
Omba'e )

Ina
)

Ena | What P

Ana )

The pronouns imba’e, umba’e, omba'e, appear to be formed from

the adverbial nounB of plaoe: imba, here, in thiB place; umba
}

where, in what place; emba, there, in that plaoe. They are uBed

for rational beings alone.

Declension of imba’e.

Singular. Plural.

Nom.
General Oblique, \

imba'e.

]Genitive, and >

Accus. )

imberi.

^Wanting.
1Foss. Absolute imberdi.

Dat. •••
|

imber-Jci.

imberi-ki, fyc.

1

J

Imba’e, umba’e, omba’e

,

are used indiscriminately in both num-

bers and for both men and women. Their indefinite signification

is apparent from the absence of separate forms to differentiate

number and sex.

The neuter irrational and inanimate ina, ena, ana, is formed by

suffixing the neuter formative n to the demonstrative particles i, e,

a. The formative n is more abstract than the neuter formative

r

.

A oompound form is obtained by suffixing the particle r to

ina, ena, ana: inari, enari, anari.

Declension of inari.

Kom.
General Oblique, \

Genitive and
j

Ajscut. )

Oat. |

1st form

ina.

ina

ina-ki.

ina-n-ki, 8fe.

Snd form,

inari.

inara.

inar(a)‘ki.

inar(a)-n-ki, fyc.
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The plural is wanting. The final a of ina appears to be a

neuter plural suffix, and it is therefore plural ; the seoond form
ittari is singular. But whether they are singular or plural in their

origin the two formB are used indiscriminately for both numbers.

The adjeotival formative * appended to the base »»», en, an,

gives the interrogative adjective ini, eni, ani, e.g.

—

Ni pada ini pada,'- what is thy name, lit. what name thy

name.

Definite Interrogative!.

There is a class of words which we might oall the definite

interrogatives. They are ;

—

(») Isli or Me, which of these close by.

Esti or eite, which of those dose by.

Asti or asfe, which of those further off.

Osti or oste, which of those furthest away.

The generic signification of these words is
—

‘ which particular

one or ones out of several,’ e.g .

—

Estanju, which man, namely, who out of several.

(»'»') lse or ese, how much, how many, how large or small.

This particle is used both as a definite interrogative and a

definite demonstrative adjective. In the former case it asks for

information, and in the latter it gives information as to number,

quantity, or size, e.g.

—

Ese loku m&neru, how many persons are there (fief. interrog.)

Ese se m&neru, there are several (fief, demons.).

(iii) Ising, how, what kind.

It asks for information as to kind or quality or manner, e.g.

—

Ismgt&nju or ising v&ka t&nju, what kind of a man.

When the gender suffixes are added to the partides iste, este,

etc., which are adjectives, they become definite interrogative pro-

nouns, or properly nouns, and are declined like the definite

demonstrative pronouns formed on the base i, e, eto.

The crude forms iste, este, eto., are sometimes used without any

variations for gender or number as a nearer definite interrogative
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pronoun corresponding to the neuter indefinite interrogative pro*

noun, tna, e.g.

—

Vdine vdine ! it comes, it oomes

!

Iate vdine f what thing oomes ?

The difference between iate and tna in the above example

would be : iate would convey the idea—I am expecting several

things, e.g., we are hunting and I am expecting deer and hare

and peafowl, eto., so I ask my companion which of these is com-

ing ;
ind would imply—I do not know what my companion

refers to, e.g., we are going through’ a forest at dusk, and my
companion suddenly exclaims vdine cdine ! I ask tna ? what P

Is it a wild animal, or a robber, or a ghoBt, or what P

late, eate, eto., seem to be compounds of ise, ese, etc., and the

base (a whioh, as we have seen, is employed to form nouns of

relation. The component parts of istanju, estanju, etc., would bo

ise + ta + nju, what (number,
quantity

,
size) man, that is,

which man.

Ise, ese, are both adjectives and pronouns. But when they

are pronouns they do not add the gender suffixes, e.g .

—

Use se maneru, there are several.

Ising in itself is an adjective and becomes a pronoun when
compounded with the particle ta with the gender suffixes, e.g.

—

Ising tdnju, what kind of a man.

Indefinate Pronouns.

Though Kui shows a scientific regularity in the formation of

its definite demonstratives and also its definite interrogatives, it in

very defioient in the expression of its indefinite pronouns, and

has recourse sometimes to oiroumlocution to state such ooncepts

as anyone, someone, eto.

The following are some indefinite pronouns :

—

Imla’e atcka,
umba’e ateha

y imboHe dteka
} any one, e.g.—

Itnoeri dteka drmure
, oall any one.

Imbue ,
eto., are, as we have seen, indefinite interrogative pro-

nouns. Ateka is the conditional form of the impersonal ate, there
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is or it is. Imba’e dteka means literally—who if there be, that

is, if there by any one {indefinite).

Estanju dteka (rnasc.), estari dteka (neuter), some one, e g.—

Estani (or estara) dteka drmre, call some one.

Estanju
,

estari,
are definite interrogative pronouns and their

literal meaning is—which one if there be, that is, if there bo

some one.

Ina or inari dteka ,
anything, e.g .

—

Ina dteka dh’ppa tarigi tdmd, bring anything to beat with.

Ina is the neuter of the indefinite interrogative pronoun and

signifies what. Ina dteka means literally—what if there bo, that

is, if there be anything (indefinite).

Este or estari dteka

,

something, e.g

Este dteka dh’ppa tarigi tdmu

,

bring something to beat with.

Este and estari are the neuter of the definite interrogative

pronoun, and signify—which one. Este dteka is literally—whioh

one if there be, that is, if there be something*

It will be observed that imba’e dteka
, ina dteka

, are more

indefinite than estanju dteka, este dteka.

The forms inari and estari are somewhat more explicit than

the forms ina and este respectively.

The addition of the particle vt to the indefinite pronoun

gives emphasis* e.g .

—

Ina dtekave uh’ppa tarigi tdmu re, bring anything whatever

to beat with.

This emphatio particle re is always used in negative proposi-

tions with a negativo force, so that the proposition has really a

double negative. This is a Dravidian characteristic, e.g.

—

Imba’e dtekave vda’te, no one oamc.

Vegatanju (masc.), vegatdri (neuter), or vegalitdnju (mase.)
9

regaindri (neuter.), another one, a different one, some other one,

some one else, e.g.—

Vegatdnju ndrige vestenju, some one else told me.

Veba is a noun meaning different, e.g., vega dina, a different

day. Vegali is a neuter noun compounded of vega and the
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neuter suffix h (or ri). Vega or vegali compounded with the base

ta and the gender suffixes yields the indefinite pronouns, e.y .

—

Vtyatdnju (muse.), vegatdri (neut.), vegalitdnju (masc.), vegaU

tavi (neut)j a different one, another, some other.

Indefinite Adjectives.

The following are some of the indefinite adjeotives. They
generally perform the funotions of pronouns without taking the

gender suffixes :

—

Deha, muoh, many, several.

Ike, ikoki,
k&k&i, little, few.

Ofe, more.

Oule, all.

JSd, one, a certain.

It

t

9
two, both.

Jore ( Uriya), a pair, both.

Qonde (Uriya), some.

Ro and ri are sometimes dediued like the demonstrative

pronoun formed on the base i, e
,

etc., e.g.—
Roanju,

roantdnju
(
mate ), roari, roantdri (neuter) 9 Riaru

(masc.), riavi (neuter).

dale is sometimes compounded with the base ta and deoliued

like the demonstrative pronoun, e.g.—

Ouletdru (masc.), ytiletavi (neuter).

Relative Pronouns.

There are no relative pronouns in Kui. A remarkable

oharaeteristio of all the Dravidian languages is the absence of

the relative pronoun. Its want is, however, compensated for by

the peculiar employment of the relative or adjectival partioiple

and partioipial noun, and the indefinite or interrogative pronoun

in correlation with a definite demonstrative. This oonstruotion

will be examined more fully in the ohapter on the Verb.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE VEBB.

Functions op the Verbal root.

In Kui the verbal root or ultimate base is not a part of

speech in itself. It beoomes a verb or a noun by the agglu-

tination of a particle

—

First, when the aotion or state implied in the verbal root is

referred to some subjeot or agent in a proposition, by the addi-

tion of certain partioles, the oompound word beoomes a finite verb.

Secondly, when the aotion or state is expressed subjectively in

itself, also by the addition of certain other particles, the oom-

pound word beoomes a verbal noun. This verbal noun expresses

not the abBtraot idea contained in the root but the aot or state

itself with certain specifications.

Thirdly, when the aot or state is expressed as existing con

cretely in a being or agent, by the addition of another set oi

partioles, the compound word beoomes a relative or adjectival

participle

u

Finite Verb.

The finite verb in Kui is characteristically Dravidian in its

structure for it is striotly agglutinative. To the verbal root or

theme are suffixed in regular order the various specifying par-

ticles of negation, mood, and tense, together with the personal

pronominal terminations by whioh gender, number, and person are

denoted.

(f) Voice.

In Kui as in all the Dravidian languages there is no

passive voice. A construction whioh may be called a passive voice

is sometimes made use of by joining the infinitive of the verb

that expresses the state or aotion to the indeterminate or past

tenses of the auxiliary verb a, to be or become, in such

expressions as

Vi tdna rava One,—to-morrow the field will be ploughed

lit. to-morrow the field to plough will be.

Kama giva ate,—the work is done, lit. to do work it was
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This construction is properly a neuter-passive beoause the

passive signification will not be brought out if the subject of

the auxiliary verb is a person.

The infinitive with the indeterminate tense of the auxiliary

<J, to be or become, is, however, more an obligatory mood than

a passive voice, for in the expression ‘ vie tana rata ane 9

the

real signification is ‘to-morrow the field must be or ought to

be ploughed.*

As in the literary languages the passive voioo may be ex-

pressed idiomatically by the vorb3 tin
,

to eat, pdn9
to obtain,

etc., as in the following sentences:

—

Mada tinji
9
—thou wilt be beaten, lit. thou wilt eat a beat-

ing.

Dondo patenju, —he was punished, lit . he got punishment.

(2 ) Form of the Verb.

Affirmative and Negative forms.

The affirmative form of the verb is its natural form, that is,

the form that consists of the root or theme and the various

specifying particles of mood and tense with the personal pronom-

inal terminations.

The negative form is obtained from the affirmative form by

inserting the negative partiole a’ between the root or themo, and

the partioles of mood and tense plus the personal pronominal

terminations, e.g .

—

Gi-{n)-eiiju, ho does.

Gi’-enju, he does not.

GUt-enju , he did.

Gi-a'-t-cvju
,
he did not.

In Tamil the particle al negatives the attributes of a thing

and the partiole it its existence. The corresponding forms in

Kiii are a
9 and sid respectively. The substantive verb in Kiii

is mdn
,

to be or exist, and its negative is sid, not to bo

or exist. Very ouiiously, sid adds a
9

in its past tense and

beoomes a double negative, e.g.
}

side
,

it is not, but sid a’-te, it

was not.
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The negative form of the verb is found in all the moods

and tenses of the finite verb as well as in the relative parti-

ciples, but not in the verbal nouns, that is, the infinitive and the

present and past verbal partioiples. The latter are negatived by

the addition of the negative substantive verb e.g. % cdratarigi,

for the purpose of coining
;

tidva-sid-<?•tarigi) for the purposes,

of not ooming.

Reservative form .

There is a peculiar form of the verb in Kui, whioh must be

examined in this plaoe. The particles kd and td are suffixed

to some transitive verbal roots or bases to signify that the agent

of the action is- ^brought into a oertain state and allowed to

remain in that state.

The particle kd denotes the intention of the agent of the aotion

as regards the effect of the aotion, e.g.

—

Nirige iih’l ,—I shall beat thee.

But, Ning6 uKka'i ^—I shall beat thee anil leave thee lying

there.

The particle td expresses the determination of the agent to do

the action in spito of a custom or order, e.g.—
• Nirige &h’i>—I shall beat thee.

But, Nirige dh'ldX—I shall boat thee whatever the consequenoes

may be.

The partiole kd is softened to gd when the verbal root or

base ends in l or n, e.g.—
SdIgamu

9 —go away (and do not return).

Ti/igdmU,—eat up (and finish it).

The Reservative form appears to have been borrowed from the

Mfinda languages.

(5) Mood .

Mood is the manner in which a proposition is stated. It

may be uttered as an assertion (indicative mood), as a command

(imperative mood), as a condition or hypothesis (conditional or

subjunotive mood), as a wish or prayer (optative or oonoessive

mood).

Properly speaking, there is only one mood in Kui, namely,

the Indicative . The forms which correspond to the Conditional

\

the Imperative
,

oto., of other languages are really verbal compounds

rather than moods %
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(») Indicative Mood.

There is no special partiole of manner or mood oharaoteristio

for the purpose of expressing' an assertion or denial in Kui.

The indicative mood form of the verb is therefore the root or

theme pint the tense characteristic and personal pronominal ter-

minations, e.g., from the root si, to give, we obtain si(»), the

indeterminate tense-form, and sit, the past tense-form, which on

the personal pronominal terminations being added become full verbs

of the indicative mood as follows:

—

Indeterminate Tense.

1st

2nd
3rd

person

JJ

1st person

2nd „
3rd „

let person

2nd „
3rd „

1st person

2nd „
3rd „

Affirmative Form.

Singular. Plural.

Si’-i. Si(n)-amu.
Si-di. Si-d-eru.

Si-(n)-e-nju (masc.). 8i-(n)-eru (maso.)

Si-(n)-e (nent.), 8i-(n)-u (neat.).

Negative Form.

Singular. Plural.

... Si’-e-nii.

... Si’-a-i.

• •• Si’-e-nju (masc.).

&i*-e (neat .).

Si’-a-mu.

Si’-e^ru.

Si'-e-ru (masc.).

Si’-u (neut.).

Past Tense.

Affirmative Form .

Singular

.

... Si-t'-e.

...

... 8i-Ue-nju (masc.).

Si-t*e (neat.)

.

Plural.

Sl-t-a-mu.

Sit-e-ru.

Si-t-e-ru (masc).

Sl-t-u (neut.).

Negative Form.

Singular

.

Si-a'-t-e-nu.

S\*a?4~i.

Si-a’-t-e-nju (masc.).

Si-a’-t-e (neut.).

Plural.

Sl-a'-t-a-mu.

Si-a'-t-e-ru (masc

)

(neut.)
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(it) Imperative Mood.

For the utterance of a command to a second person the

Buffizes mu (eing.) and dd (plu.) are added for the affirmative

form, and a\l (ting.) and a't& (flu.) for the negative form to

the verbal root or theme, e.g,

—

Singular. Plural.

2nd person ... Si-mu, give thou Si-rffl, give you.

2nd „ ... Si-a’d, give not thou. Sl-a'td, give not you.

The inclusive plural form of the indeterminate tense is often

used as a first person plural of the imperative, e.g.—

Aju sana,—You and I shall go; also,—let us go.

Aju sal'a,—You and I shall not go; also,—let us not go.

(us) Conditional and Subjunctive Mood.

A proposition in the conditional mood expresses a faot as

depending on a given condition. The principal clause is that

vrhioh Btates the faot and the dependent olause is that whioh

expresses the condition.

In Kui a conditional sentenoe is really a simple proposition

containing one subject and one predicate, and the conditional

clause is an adverbial phrase that modifies the predicate. This

adverbial phrase is made up of the indefinite form of the verb

in the past tenses and the suffix id, e.g.—

Iru kama glte-kd dnu sd'l,—If you work I shall go.

Ernru kama glte-kd dnu sd’i,—Ii they work I shall go.

The literal meaning of gile-ka seems to be: glte, did, and

kd, let it be (kd, the intensive form of d, being used as a

concessive), that is: be it that (I, thou, he, eto.) did.

As the conditional mood form is not a finite verb, the

personal pronominal terminations are not suffixed to it, and it

remains unaltered whatever the gender, number, and person of

the conditional olause may be.

The adverbial phrase retains its force as a verb, and hence

it may have a subject and if a transitive verb an object, e.g.—
Anu kama glte-kd deri d’l,—If I do work I Shall

become great.
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If the subjeot of the conditional clause be the same as taafc

of the principal clause, it is generally not expressed, e.g.

—

Ehengi gite-ka s&di

,

—If thou dost so thou ehalt die.

But, Inu ehengi gite-ka dnu sa’t,—If thou dost so I shall

die.
4

Adversative form of the Conditional Mood.

The adversative form of the conditional mood which is

expressed in English by—‘though’, ‘although’, ‘even if,’ is made

up by suffixing the partiole vi to the conditional mood charac-

teristic ka
,

e.g .

—

Iru kute-kd-ve dnu sa’f,—Although you demur I shall go.

Negative form of the Conditional Mood.

The negative form of the conditional mood is obtained in

the usual way by inserting the negative particle a’ between the

root or theme and the tense characteristic, e.g.

—

JSvaru kama gi-a'-te-kd dnu —If they be not workiug,

I shall go.

Subjunctive Mood.

Besides the conditional mood of dependent clauses, there is

also a subjunctive mood in Kiii, which is used in the principal

clause when an idea or imaginary contingency (Subjunctive

Mood) is expressed instead of a positive or negative faot

(1 ndicative Mood).

The subjunctive mood is formed by joining the present cr

past verbal participle that expresses the idea or imaginary con-

tingency to the indeterminate tense of the verb du
9 to continue,

and appending the expletive md or mare, e.g.

—

Evaru kdma gii-se-kd dnu sdja du
9

l md
f
—If they had

been working, I might have gone (a pure imaginary

contingency).

(iv) Optative and Precative or Concessive Mood•

The optative mood implies that the speaker expresses a wish

or desire, and the precative or concessive wood that he asks or

grants a favour or concession.
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The optative and preoative mood ia formed by joining the

infinitive, or nonn, whioh expresses the wish or desire the speaker

utters, or the favour or oonoession he asks or grants, to the particle

kd, which becomes the base of an appellative verb. This appella-

tive verb formed on the base hi indicates the person or thing

affected by the wish of the speaker or by the favour he asks

or grants, e.g.

—

Oiva kdnu, let me do—it is the desire of the speaker

namely, myself, to do ; and the first person kdnu indi-

cates that my wish is that I do.

Oiva kddi, mayest thou do—it is my desire that thou do.

Oita kdnju, may he do—it is my desire that he do.

Negative form of the Optative ana Preeative Mood.

The negative form is obtained by prefixing the negative

partioles st'd-o’ to the appellative verb formed on the base kd, e.g.—

Oiva 8%d-a'-kdnju,—may he not do.

The expletives md and mdre are added to the optative and
preeative mood form to signify that the wish or desire is un-

attainable, or that the favour or oonoession is not likely to be

granted, or that the prayer has been previously refused, eto.

The following examples will show the difference in meaning

of an expression with and without the addition of the expletives

md and mdre :

—

Ndju ki edlva kdnu,—let me go to my village (I do not

want to stay longer—it is my wish to go home).

Ndju ki edlta kdnu mdre,—would that I had gone to my
village (for some reason I did not go—I oannot go

now—or it would be useless my going now).

Pdla tinba kdnju ,

—

let him eat his rioe (I wish him to eat

his rioe—please let him eat).

Pdla tinba kdnju mdre,—would that he had eaten his

rice (I asked you to let him eat his rioe; I left it

here ; and now the dog has eaten it up).

The addition of the emphasised or specialised form of the

infinitive of d, to be or beoome, namely, dppa, to the noun

alters its meaning, e.g.—

Dari kdnu, let me be big.

But, Diri dppa kdnu
,

let me beoome big.

B
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The oharaoteristio Dravidian law of hardening and doubling

the sonant to its corresponding surd is seen very dearly in the

following example :

—

Vdva k&di m&re,—would that thou hadst oome.

Vdppa katti m&re,—why didst thou not come (a reproach).

The optative and preoative mood is sometimes used instead

of the subjunctive, e.g—
Ann ediva kann m&re &ja dune m&,—If I had gone it

might have taken place.

Anu s&ja se-ka &ja dune m&,—If I had gone it might

have taken place.

But there is a difference in meaning between the two

expressions: the idea of tho first is—I regret I did not go,

for who knows if I had gone it might have taken plaoe
;

and

of the secoud—the taking place of the event was contingent on

my going.

{4) Tense .

Formation of Tome.

In Kui, as in all the Agglutinative languages, the action or

state implied in the verbal root may be specified in respect to

its occurrence in time by the suffixing to the root or base of a

temporal partiole or tense characteristic.

Tho tense-form, that is, the verbal root or base with the

additional rpeoifying particle of time, is the stem on which

verbs as well as the relative participles and partioipial nouns are

formed.

It is necessary to note here that there is a class of verbal

roots ending in a oonsonant that insert the particle i between

the root or base and the tense characteristic, e.g., pag
,

to

divide; present tense-form pag-i-n; past tense-form pag-Ut . This

particle * is not found in the verbal nouns, e.g., pag-a, to

divide; pag-i, dividing; pag-a, divided; nor is it found in the

imperative mood, nor in the negative form of the verb in the

indicative mood.

Tenses of the Verb.

There are two kinds of tenses: the primary or simple tenses

and the oompound tenses.
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Primary or Simple Tense*.

There are two primary tenses: a vague indeterminate tense

implying the future as well as the present and the past (the

aorist of Telugu grammarians), and a past whioh signifies an

aotion or state as simply past without any further speoifioation.

Indeterminate Tense.

The indeterminate tense is used (i) to express tho future,

(it) to state general principles or universal truths, and (tVi) to

point out oustoms and habits not yet extinot, as well as regularly

reourring aotions and events, e.g.

—

Anu srf’t,—I shall go (futurity).

Ispor amarige tneh'ne,—God sees us (universal truth).

Paherita kdma ginenju ,—he works on the road (it is his

regular occupation).

There is no special tense characteristic for the indeterminate

tense, and the bare root or theme is the tense-form. However,

there is a peculiarity whioh must be notioed here: the first person

plural and tho third person singular and plural of tho affirmative

form of the verb, but not the negative are formed on a theme

that ends in n—the relative partioipial theme, e.y., gi
, to do ;

gi-n-amu ,
we do

;
gi-n-e, it does

;
gl-n-u, they (neut.) do. It

seems also as if the first person singular of the affirmative form

of the verb is formed on the same theme in w, e.g., gi\ I do,

appears to be pronounced sometimes as flf’t, that is, gi-n*-l
f tho

nasal being thrown back on the preceding vowel according to

rule when the stopped sound—* oocurs.

The absence of a partiole denotative of time in the inde-

terminate tense-form is well calculated to imply that the action

or state signified by the verbal root holds good of the future

as well as the present and the past.

Another peculiarity must also be noticed. In the negative

form of the indeterminate tense the negative partiole a9
dis-

appears and only the stopped sound-—’ is added to the theme,

*.y.—
Gl’enu

, I do not.

Gl’at, thou doest not.

QVenju, he does not.

Gl’e, she or it does not, etc.

k2
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Past Tense.

The past tense represents the notion or state signified by

the verbal root as having taken place without any reference to

the time of oar speaking, e.g .

—

Ina vestenju,—-What did he say P

It is also used to express (i) events that have just hap-

pened, and (it) past aotions that have an abiding effect, e.g.—

Tise,—I have just eaten.

Ndi mida sdtenju,—My child is dead.

The tense oharaoteristio of the past tense is t (or tt), and in

a few oases s (or s«), e.g.

—

Root or base. Past tense-form,

vd, oome rd-t.

man

,

be or exist md-s.

As far as I have been able to gather, the following ' are

the only verbs that form their past tenBe in «:—
Root or them.

mdn, to be or exist.

tin, to eat.

pan, to know.

ten, to hear.

in, to say.

Past tense-form,

mds.

tl-s.

pO-s.

te-s.

is.

Also, sdl, to go, an irregular verb, whioh has sd-s.

It should be noted that although the nasal is inherent in

the root of mdn, tin, etc., it disappears in the past tense-forms,

tnds, tis, eto.

The final l of sdl disappears in the indicative mood, but it

is found in the imperative mood and in the negative form of

the verb ; it is also found in the infinitive, but not in the verbal

parlioiples. Its past tense-form ids distinguishes it from the

past tense-form sdt of the regular verb sd, to die.

Compound Tenses.

There are four compound tenses in Kui :

—

Present Definite.

The present definite is formed of the indeterminate tense of

mdn, to be or exist, or si<f, not to be or exist, and the present
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participle. It expresses the action of the verb as going on at

the present moment, e.g.

—

Iru kah'i m&njeru dmu tdi namu,—You are playing hut

we are dying.

Imperfect.

The imperfect is formed of the past tense of min or e%4

and the present participle. It expresses the aotion as going on

in some past time not then finished, e.g.—

Adkuri tedra kdju tone ah'pied,—

A

dog and a cook wore

friends, lit. a dog and a cook were oatohing friend.

The imporfeot is also used to express customs and habits

that prevailed at a past time as well as recurring aotions and

events that took plaoe in past time, e.g.—

Parba dim g&nina lokuni mtopi mOaamu ,—In former times

we buried a human being, lit, in former days we

were burying a human being.

Perfect.

The perfeot is formed of the indeterminate tense of min or

tid and the past partioiple. It implies that the aotion is com-

pleted and the effect is still continuing, e.g.

—

Pendika dla mineru,—Crowds have gathered together (and

are still here), lit. crowds have fallen.

Plu erfect.

The pluperfeot is formed of the past tense of min or ei<f

and the past verbal partioiple. It implies that the aotion was

completed before some other past aot, e.g.—

Priki gafani dh'ppatartgi edsenfu, priki gdfant pltya tenju,

—

He went to oatoh the thief, but the thief had run

away.

A shortened form of the substantive verb min is generally

used in the compound tenses ;
it is obtained by eliding the first

syllable, e.g.

—

Gippki nji for gippki mdryi, thou ait doing.

Besides the four compound tenses there are two other tenses

that are formed of the present and past tenses of the verb dd
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to continue, and the present verbal partioiple, whioh may be

called the present and past oontinuative tenses respectively;—

Present Continualive.

The present oontinuative tense denotes that the notion is

being continued at the present time, e.g.

—

Ni mdno inarki i bogari g\ppki d&di,—Why doest thou

persist in this spite, lit. why doest thou oontinue doing

in thy mind this spite.

Past Continuative.

The past oontinuative tense denotes that the action was

being continued at some past time, e.g.

—

Kurma dlna dlnaki kama gippki date,—The spider worke

daily, lit. the spider continued working day to day.

It is also used to express a habit or custom in the

past,

—

Kai ddda bahaia Idh’ppi sava kr&ndi vlppki dute,—I used to

kill tigers when I was staying with my brother.

(5) Gender
,
Number and Person,

The personal pronominal terminations by whioh the gender,

number, and person of the verb arc expressed in Kui are

suffixed to the verbal theme in the same way as in the literary

Dravidian languages. In some oases they have been so influenced

by the primary root that they have shrunk into mere desinenoes

and cannot be easily reoognised in their modified shape.

The tense-form as we have seen performs two functions

:

(i) that of the finite verb, and (it) that of the relative or adjeo-

tival participle.

The tense-form beoomes a finite verb when the action or state

implied in the verbal root is referred to some subject or agent

in a proposition. Tbe reference is made by suffixing the proper

personal pronominal termination to the tense-form so as to make
it agree with the subject of the proposition.
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The following are the personal pronominal terminations of

the affirmative and negative forms of the verb in the Indeterminate

and past primary tenses of the Indioative mood :

—

Affibmative Form.

Indeterminate Tenee.

Singular. Plural.

1st person ... — I or ».

2nd

Srd
— (n)*c-nju (maso .)— (»)-e

(
neut .)

— (n) -amu.
— {n)maju (i/W. pin.).

—• d^eru.— j-eru.

— (n)-s-r# (mate.).

— (n)-«# (neut.).

Past Tense .

1st person

2nd

Srd
*»

Singular.

... — 2 or e.

... — i.

— e-nju (mate.).

— e (neu.).

Plural.

omu.
— a (

inel
.
plu .),

— eru.

!

— e-ru (mate.).

— u (new.).

Negative Form.

Indeterminate Tense.

Singular. Plural.

1st person ... — enu.

„

Srd If

— e-nju (mate.)— e (neu.)

(

— amu.
— atu (inel. plu ),— eru,

1

—• e*r« (mate.)

— « (neu.).

Paerf Tense.

Singular.

1st person ... — enu.

Snd
ii ... i.

” -{ — e(»eu.).

Plural.

. — amu.

j
— a*, (inel. plu.).

— eru.

!

— e-ru

— u (neu.).
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It should be noted:

—

(0 that the neuter of the third person is different in form

from what we have called the neuter gender-suffixes of the noun

and the personal pronouns of the third person. In fact in the

angular it appears to be an indefinite form,—that is, the form

that does not denote either gender, nnmber, or person. This

indefinite form of the verb is used, as we have seen, in the

conditional mood whatever the gender, number, and person of

the verb may be

;

(u) that in the negative form of the indeterminate tense, the

partiole d or j, which appears to be a pronominal fragment,

disappears

;

(mi) that in the first person singular of the indeterminate and past

tenses of the affirmative form of the verb the personal pronom-

inal termination i and e respectively seem to contain a nasal

for they are pronounoed so sometimes, and the desinenoes are

therefore really 1 and e which would be contraotions of dnu;

(iv) that the first person plural of the indeterminate tense of the

affirmative form of the verb is identically the Bame in form as

the first person plural of the appellative verb, e.g., gl-n-amu,—we
do, as well as,—we who do. This is a well-known oharaoter-

istio of the literary Dravidian languages.

Verbal Nouns.

There are three regularly formed verbal nouns in Kui. One

of them has the foree of the infinitive, and the other two of

the present and past verbal participles respectively.

The verbal nouns are formed by the addition of a specifying

partiolo to the verbal root or theme. The formation from the

verbal root seems to be the exception rather than the rule.

The theme on whioh verbal nouns are formed is the root plus

the formatives v or b or pp for the infinitive, and the form-

ative k or its euphonio equivalents s or J sometimes alone or

sometimes in combination with the formatives c or 6 or pp for

the present and past verbal participles.

A glance at the list of typical verbs given at the end of the

seotion will show the peculiar shapes these formatives assume
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either singly or in their combinations in the different olasses of

verbs

(1) Ihe Infinitive.

The infinitive is formed by the addition of the suffix a to

the root or theme, e.g—
Root. Formative. Suffix.

pdnd- — a, to send.

plnj- — a, to run away.

Idk- — a, to worship.

91- V- a, to do.

«I- V- a, to give

vd* V- o% to oome.

tin- b. a9 to eat.

MW- b- to drink.

m&n- b- a, to be or exist.

mehf
- PP- a9 to see.

Ma- pp. a
,

to show.

rts- pp- a
,

to feed.

In aooordanoe with the characteristic Dravidian law, the

sonants t> and b are doubled and hardened to their corresponding

surd pp in certain instances. The difference in use between the

sonant and surd appears to be due in the first instanoe to

euphony alone. But the hard form is employed in oertain oon-

neotions, as we have seen, for the purpose of emphasis or

specialisation.

The principal rules to he observed in the ordinary use of the

soft or hard form of the formative are:

—

(») When the root ends in the abrupt ohooked sound, the

r is generally hardened to pp, eg., meh'ppa

,

to

see; eah’ppa, to beat; but uh’va, to plant.

(») When the root ends in a nasal, the soft form b is

generally used instead of the soft form v., e.g,,

tmba, to eat; unba, to drink; but inja, to say;

pdnppa, to send.

(•it) When the root ends in s the hard form pp is gen-
erally used, e.g., veeppa, to speak

; ttoppa, to show.
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(iv) When the root ends in g the Boft form b is generally

used, and the final consonant and the formative

change plaoes, e.g ., nog gives ndbga,'to wash; tOg

gives tbbga, to kick.

(v) When the root ends in k the hard form pp is generally

used, and the final oonsonant and the formative

change plaoes, e.g., kbk, to sit, kOppka; kdk

,

to

laugh, kdppka ; lek, to break, leppka ; dik, to kill,

dippka,

(ri) Some verbs ending in k or adding a A in the [indeter-

minate or past tense retain the k for the infinitive,

e.g , nip or nipk, to save, nipka ; bre or brek, to

carry on the shoulder, breka.

As Kui is not a cultivated language the rules I have tried to

formulate are not striotly observed. For instance in Tamil the

rule is for the formative to be soft v after l l and r r
; but

in Kui the infinitive of eel, to pull, is velba and not velva ; of

nil, to stand, nilppa and not nilva ; of nr, to drink, dr, to call,

tniir, to out up, kdr, to dig, urppa, drppa, mUrppa, kdrppa,

instead of urva, eto.

The use of the hard form of the partiole for the purpose of

emphasis or specialisation has already been examined in tbe sec-

tion on Gender. The following illustration is repeated :

—

I say to a servant, ‘Kdma glva iaiigi ndjutari Arkamu,—go

oall the villagers to work’; not hearing me distinctly,

he asks ‘ inatarigi, for what P * I reply impatiently,—

‘ Kama gippka tartgi, to work and for what else do

you think you dunderhead.’

The infinitive behaves like a noun, inasmuoh as it takes the

case-suffixes ki and tarigi, especially with verbs of motion, but

it is not regularly declined nor has it a plural, e.g.

—

Bote tote tinba negi a’e,—it is not good to eat frequently

(nominative).

jtfdkuri tinbaki gUppki nenju

,

—the dog he runs to the feast

(dative).

Pala tinba tarigi drkamd,—go call him to eat rice (dative).
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The double funotion of the infinitive as a noun and as a

verb is seen in the following examples:—

(») Noun : Ndi tlnba tarigi sitfe,—There is no more food

for me, lit. for my eating there is not.

(ti) Verb with a subject: Am tlnba tarigi rife,—There is

no eatable thing for me, lit

.

I to eat there is not.

(iff) Verb with an accusative : N&rige tlnba tarigi side,—There

is no evil spirit (or animal) to eat me, lit. there is

nothing to eat me.

The negative form of the infinite is used in an idiomatio

way as a finite verb in replying to a question, e.g,

—

Vdtenju gina'ef Has be oome P— reply : a'e vdva sije, instead

of vda’ieiiju, No, he has not oome.

(£) Verbal Participles.

Two of the verbal nouns have the force of a present and a

past verbal participle respectively

Present Verbal Participle.

The formation of the present verbal partioiple appears to be

analogous to that of the infinitive. A suffix » is added to the

verbal root or theme, e.g.

—

Root. Formative. Suffix.

p&ntj* a- i, sending.

plnj* a- i, running away.

Idk- a- », worshipping.

gu ppk- i, doing.

*s- ppk- U giving.

ca- — i, coming.

<i»- j- t, eating.

b- i
9
drinking*

m&n- b f» being or ejristing.

mihf- pp. if seeing.

m- pp. i, showing.

tls- pp- feeding.

The particles that form the theme of the present verbal parti*

oiple take such fantastio shapes (vide the list of typical verbs at

the end of the section) that all attempts to reduce their formation
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to definite rules have proved unsuccessful. Sometimes two forms

are found : for instanoe the ordinary present verbal participle of

ri, to cry, is rlki, but rlppki appears in the Ohinna Eimdi dialeot

;

again the ordinary form of kdk, to laugh, is kdppki, and of kdk,

to Bit, is kdppki, but kdki and kdki also oeour.

Fast Verbal Participle.

The genesis of the past verbal partioiple is as obscure as that

of the present verbal partioiple. The past verbal partioiple is

formed by adding the suffix a to the root or theme, e.g.—
Boot. Formative* Suffix.

pdnd- — a
,
having sent.

plnj. /• a , „ run away.

Idk. k* a , „ worshipped.

gi- — a , „ done.

si- — a # „ given.

>- a
, „ come.

tin* a , „ eaten.

un- a , „ drunk.

tiltin- y „ been or existed.

men* - h* a, ,, seen.

tds* 8* « , „ shown.

tls* 8 • a
, „ fed.

When the root ends in j or s or sometimes in k the final

consonant appears to be doubled to form the theme of the past

verbal partioiple, e.g., plnj, to run away, pinjja ; aj

,

to fear, ajja.

Some roots ending in h* distinctly add another h, e.g., meh to

see, nie.h 'ha ; ah', to beat, ah'ha. Some roots ending in k add

«, e g , kdk ; to laugh, kdksa ; kdk, to sit, koksa.

The post verbal participle in Kui sometimes forms the base

of a finite verb which is generally used in the first person singular

and is indeterminate in respeot to time. This finite verb conveys

a signification different from that of the parent verb as the

following examples will show:

—

From the root oris, to write, lit. to soratoh, we get vriai'l,

I write; and from the theme vriaa, having written, we
get vriaa'i, I shell write up. Similarly, aCi, I shall

give ; eia% I shall give away ;
vSsi’l, I shall speak

;

viaa’1, I shall speak for or intercede.
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This finite verb formed on the past verbal partioipial theme

may he oompared with the reservative form of the verb in k&

and td.

The present and past verbal participles are used alone as

adverbs. Their additional funotion is to form the oompound

tenses.

The present verbal partioiple alone or more often repeated

has the force of an adverb, e.g.

—

Joppi joppi kdppki senju,—He was sitting watching.

The past verbal partioiple iB used in the characteristic Dravidian

way to connect sentences or olauees together so that the necessity

for the copulative conjunction ‘and’ is done away with, e.g .

—

Idvki sdlma, sdjjanai tambesani drmi, drsanat ndi bahntani

tdmU,—Go to the house and oall my brother and bring

him to me.

When used as a conjunctive partioiple, the past verbal parti-

oiple invariably suffixes the partioleB na-i, nct'i-ka or natiga. These

particles appear to be the relative partioiple of the verb d, to

be or beoome, in the oblique oase, and the effeot of their union

with the past verbal partioiple is to convert it into an adverb

(vide chapter on the Adverb) :

—

List op Typical Veebs.

Root. Free, participle. Pott participle. Infinitive.

si, give, sl-ppki, si-a, sl-va.

gl> do, gl-ppki, gi-a. g!-va.

M, erg, ri-ki, ri-a, rl-va.

ml, bathe, mi-ki, ml-a, mi-va.

di, fall, dl-ki, dl-a, dl-va.

v&, come, vA-i, vi-ja, vA-va.

b&, die. sA-i, sA-ja, sA-va.

A, become, ft.i, A-ja, A-va.

ku, deny, ku-i, ku-af ku-va.

ru, plough, ru-i, ru-a, ru-va.

do, eleep. do-ppi, do*sa, do-ppa.

ja, want, ja-ppi, ja-sa, ja-ppa.

Ar, cry out, ta-ppi, Ar-sa, Ar-ppa.
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Root. Pres, participle. Past participle . Infinitives .

uh’, beat, uh’ppi, uh’ha, uh’ppa

toh\ tie up, toh’ppi, toh’ha, toh’ppa.

meh', see, meh’ppi meh’ha, meh’ppa,

peh’, drive amp, peh’i, peh’ha, peh’a.

gChf
run. guh’i, gOh’ha, guh’a.

ves, speak, ves-ppi, ves-sa, ves-ppa*

tos, show

,

tos-ppi, tos-sa, tos-ppa.

tls, feed. tis-ppi, tls-sa, tls-ppa.

tin, eat, tln-ji, tin-ja, tln-ba.

pun, know
, pun-ji, pun-ja, pun*ba.

m&n, exist
, mSu-ji, mAn-ja, mAn-ba.

vaj, cook, aj-ji, vaj-ja, vaj-ja.

aj, fear. aj-ji. aHa> aJ-ia.

kak, laugh. kd-pp-ki, kAk-sa, kd-pp-ka.

kok, sit, kd-pp-ki, kok-sa, kd-pp-ka.

lek, break. le-pp-ki, lek-sa, lepp-ka.

nog, wash. tio-b-gi, nog-ja, nd-b~ga.

tog, kick, td-b-gi, tog-ja, to-b»ga.

un, drink, un-bi, un-ja, un-ba.

vol, pull, vcl-bi, vel-ja, vel-ba.

6ol, enter, sol-bi, sol-ja, 6ol-ba.

pAn, obtain. pan-ppi, pAn-a, pAn-ppa.

mu, be able, mu-ppi, mu-a, mu-ppa.

ad, be willing, ad-i, ad-a, ad-a.

tond, begin, toijd-i» tond-a, tond-a.

kod, buy, kod-ai, kod-a, kod-a.

pAnd, send, pagd-ai, parid-a, pApd-a.

pund, meet, puud-ai, pusd-a, pugd-a.

tak, walk, tak-ai, tak-ka, tak-a.

mask, change, mask-ai, mask-ka, mask-o.

Relative or Adjectival Participle.

A marked oharacteristio of the Dravidian languages (is the

absence of the relative pronoun. Its want is supplied by the

relative or adjeotival partioiple and the noun derived from it.

The difference between the relative and the verbal participle

is in this: the relative partioiple expresses the act or state implied
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in the verbal root as in a being or agent, whereas the verbal

participle expresses the same act or state in itself, e.g .

—

Oini (pres. rel. part.), the doing (something), namely,

the one that does; gl-ti (past rel. part.), the

did (something), namely, the one that did;

glppki (pres, verbal part.), the (aot of) doing; gitI

(past verbal part.) the (eot of) having done.

There are two primary relative participles in Kui: (*) the

indeterminate tense participle in hi, and (it) the past tense

partioiple in ti. A combination of the two verbal partioiples with

the relative partioiples of the substantive verb m&n, to be or exist,

and its negative sid, not to be or not to exist yields relative

participles of all the compound tenses, e g.

—

Indeterminate tense : vdni loku, the man that comes, lit. the

come-man.

Fast tense: vati loku, the man that came, lit. the oame-

man.

Fres. definite: v&i ni loku, the man that is ooming, lit. the

is-coming-man.

Fast Imperfeot: v&i si loku, the man that was ooming, lit.

the was-coming-man.

Ferfeot: raja ni loku, the man that has oome, lit. the has-

come-man.

Pluperfect : vdja si loku, the man that had come, lit.

the had-come-mon.

The formation of the relative partioiple is analogous to that

of the adjective, namely, by the suffixing of the adjeotival for-

mative * to the tense-form and making it a qualitative, e.g.

from the indeterminate tense-form va(n) we get v&(n)-i, the oom-

ing- (something), and from the past tense-form vdt we get v&t‘it

the came-(something) ;
similarly from m&n are obtained the

indeterminate tense partioiple mdti(n)-i, the existing-(something) and

the past tense partioiple mds^i, the existed-(something).

It will be observed that a nasal is inserted between the in-

determinate tense-form whioh is the root or theme of the verb

and the adjeotival formative. It ia not a tense characteristic, but

an euphonio partiole, for, as we have seen, thero is no
__
tense

characteristic for the indeterminate tense-ferm.
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The negative forms of the relative participle are obtained by

inserting: (i) the negative partiole a

*

between the root or theme

and the tense characteristic plus the adjeotival formative i for the

primary tenses, e.g. f
gi-n-i loku, the man that does; gl-a’-n-i Mu,

the man that does not; gi-t-i loku
,

the man that did; gi-a’-t-i

Mu, the man that did not; and (it) by using the negative »i<f

for the oompoand tenses, e.g
,

gippki ni Mu, the man that is do*

ing ;
gippki sida’ni Mu, the man that is not doing.

We saw in the finite verb that the third person singular and

plural, indeterminate tense, indicative mood, of the affirmative form

of the verb is formed on a base in n, and that the nasal is not

found in the corresponding negative form of the verb. It is to

be noted that the n appears in both the affirmative and negative

forms of the relative partioiple in the indeterminate tense.

As the negative of the substantive verb ntdn, to be or exist,

is iiid, not to be, not to exist, the negative of mdnn-i, mds-i

is sid-a'-ni, sid-a’-ti. The forms eid-a’-ni, sid-a'-H, are double

negatives.

Although the relative partioiple has the form of an adjeotive

it retains its inherent foroe as a verb ; and it may therefore

have a subjeot, and if a transitive verb also a direot objeot ; it

may even sometimes be modified by an adverb.

The following examples will show the manner in whioh relative

clauses are rendered in Kui by the relative partioiple :—

Nominative oase : Evanju veh’ha ni krdndi,—The tiger whioh

he has killed, lit. the he-has-killed tiger.

Accusative oase : Evani veh'ha ni krdndi,—The tiger whioh

has killed him, lit. the him-has-killed tiger.

Genitive case : Aba sdti kdganju,—The boy whose father

is dead, lit. the father-is-dead boy.

Dative case : Evanju vdjani idu,—The house to whioh he

has come, lit. the he-has-oome-to house.

Ablative case: Anu vie mrdh'nu krdta ni hare,—The knifa

with whioh I cut the tree yesterday, lit. the I-yester-

day-have—out-tree-with knife.

Locative oase: Anu vile ddea $i idu,—The house in whioh

I had slept formerly, lit. the I-had-formerly-slept-in

house.
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Intercourse with, the TJriyas, whose construction as regards the

relative clause is so radically different from that of the Kandhs, has

influenced the latter in their mode of thought to a certain extent,

so that, with the exception of the wildest traots to whioh Uriyo

has not yet penetrated, the Kandhs frequently use the indefinite or

interrogative pronouns in correlation with definite demonstratives

or they split up the relative proposition into question and answer,

instead of employing the characteristic Dravidian idiom of the

relative participle, e.g.

—

Correlation of interrogative f Umba'e saji nenju evani drkamd,- Go
and definite demonstrative

j
oall the man that is going, lit.

pronouns, C who is going, go oall him.

The more idiomatio rendering would he:

—

Sqjinani drkamd,—Go oall the one that is going.

Evani krandi vSh'ha ne gina'e, krin-

diti vih'ppa tarigi edna,—Let us go

and shoot the tiger that has killed

him, lit. has not a tiger killed

him, let us go to shoot the tiger.

The relative partioipial construction would be:

—

Evani veh'hani kranditi vlh'ppatartgi sdna,—Let us go to shoot

the kim-has-killed tiger.

Appellative Verbs.

There is a class of words in tbo Dravidian languages that axe

oalled appollative verbs. They are formed by suffixing the per-

sonal pronominal terminations to a noun or adjective. The appel-

lative verbs are conjugated through every number and porson, but

they are restricted to indeterminate time, or properly to no time

at all, as the idea of time is excluded from them.

In Kui the appellative verb is oonstruoted in the same way as

in the other Dravidian languages, but the personal pronominal ter-

minations arc not identically tho same in form as those of the

finite verb.

r

Relative proposition split up
into question and answer

i

1
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The following are the personal pronominal terminations of

the appellative verb

Singular. Plural.

l»t person ... aim
amu.
asu {inol. plu.).

aderu.

ateru.

aru (mate.),

avi (ineu.).

Ann neganu, I am good.

inu negati
, thou art good.

evanju nSganju
,
he is good.

eri negari
,

she or it is good.

It will be observed the appellative verb in the third person

s identical in form with the appellative noun. Neganju would

therefore mean (i) the good man or good boy (appellative noun),

and (ii) he is a good man or a good boy (appellative verb).

The appellative verbs in the first and seoond persons may also

be used as appellative nouns of those persons : accordingly

niganu means (*') I the good man (appellative noun) and (if) I

am good (appellative verb) ; and negati (i

)

thou the good man
(appellative noun), and (ii) thou art good (appellative verb).

Sometimes the personal pronominal terminations are suffixed

to the inflexional base in n of the noun. This is the more

common form for the eecond person singular and plural of the

appellative noun, and is, as we have seen, the idiomatio way of

expressing the vooative case, e.g .

—

E nega-n-ti, 0 thou good man.

Sometimes the particles n-te (n being the inflexional base

particle) are inserted between the noun or adjective and the

personal pronominal terminations for the first and third persons,

e.g.—

Anu kue-n-te-nu, I am a Kui.

Inu kUe-n-ti, thou art a Kui.

Evanju kae-n-te-nju
,

he is a Kui.

Eri kOe-n-te-ri, she is a Kui.

This form is uncommon in the third person.
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The pltunl may also take the following form

Amu kdi-riga-n-tf-amu, or kUi-iiga-n-amu,

Iru ktii-nga-n-d-eru, or kii-nga-n-eru.

JEtaru kui-nga-n-d-eru, or kui-hqa-n'tru.

The neuter kui-riga-ntf-eti or kai-nga-n-evi for women does not

seem to be used.

The relative or adjeotival partioipial noun is oonjagated like

an appellative verb, and appears in both numbers and the three

persons as well as in all the tenses of the verb, e.g.

—

Present
Singular.

Oinanu, I who do.

Qinati or Ginanti, thou

who doest.

Gmanju, he who does.

Ginari, she or it who does.

Tbnsb.
Plural.

Ginamu, we who do.

Gmaleru or Ginanteru, you

who do.

Ginaru, they who do.

Ginam, they who do.

Singular.

Past Tbnse.
Plural.

Gitanu, I who did.

Gitati or Gitanti, thou

who didst.

Gltanju, he who did.

Gitari, she or it who did, &o.

Gitamu, wo who did.

Gltateru or Gitanleru, you

who did.

Gilaru, they who did.

Gitari, they who did, &o.

The infinitive of the verb is used as an adjective and com*

pounded with the appellative noun formed on the word g&pa to

express a meaning that is somewhat different from that of the

verbal root,* e.g.—

PUnba gitanti, O thou clever fellow.

But, Punanti, O thou who knoweat.

Verbal Derivates or Derivative Nouns.
-w

These have already been considered in the Introduction' They

are formed in various ways:—

(1) By the addition of a formative to the verbal root, e.g.—*.

ko-mbo, a sept, from the root ko, to out.

vej-gu, fuel, from the root raj, to cook.

pangeni, plauk, from the root pag, te divide.

r 2
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(3) By the infinitive of the verb, e.g.—

tiappa, a feast, lit. to feed.

timba, a feast, lit. to eat.

(3) By the infinitive of two synonymous verbs, «.g.—

sah’ppa leosppa, assault, lit. to beat, to kill.

(4) By the present partioiple and infinitive of the verb,

e.g.—

vesppi veappa, conversation, lit. sayiny to say.
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CHAPTER V.

THE ADVERBS.

The adverb is formed in praotioally the same way as the

adjeotive from noons and verbs.

(1) Nouns of quality or relation in the nominative, dative,

ablative, or looative case are used os adverbs. They are plaoed

before the verb they modify. Sometimes they are preoeded by
another noun whioh qualifies them. These adverbs may be

divided into:

—

(0 Adverbs of plaoe, e.g.

—

Imba, here; imbata, in this plaoe.

Emba, there; embata, in that plaoe.

Umba, where i umbata
, in what plaoe.

Imbanki, hither, to this plaoe.

Embanki, thither, to that plaoe.

Umbanki, whither, to what plaoe.

Jmbateka, henoe, from this plaoe.

Embateka, thenoe, from that plaoe.

Umbateka, whence, from what plaoe.

These series of adverbs are formed with muoh symmetry from

the demonstrative partioles t, e, u, as bases with the common

Dravidian formative mb as a suffix, and the compound words

beoome nouns of place.

Borne other adverbs of plaoe are:—

Send!o, above; sendota, in the plaoe above; stntfoki,

to the plaoe above ;
teruloieka, from the place

above.

Eede, below, etc.

La'i, inside, eto.

Ve’o, ve’oti, veto, after (in plaoe), etc.

Ine, this side, eto.

Ene, that side, eto.
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A correlative adverbial clause of plaoe is rendered by the

relative or adjectival partioiple with the noun baha, plaoe (vide

the subordinate dause in Part III).

(t'O Adverbs of time, eg.

—

Eee vela, whom
Malt, now.

Eteka, ever.

Eaekave
, never.

Vele, before.

Purba data, formerly.

Da’u, da’tt-ki, after (in time).

Neenju, to-day.

Vie, to-morrow.

Reeii, yesterday.

Rdndu, last year.

Vega dim, every day.

Ronisi, one day.

A circumstantial adverbial olause of time is rendered by the

relative or adjectival partioiple with the partiole va (vide subor-

dinate clause in Part III).

(Hi) Adverbs of quantity, e.g.

—

Reha, much.

Ike, ikoli, ikoka, kokei, little.

Ole, more.

Eie, how muoh.

(iv) Adverbs of manner, e.g.

—

Deha, very.

Dontfe, Boon.

Vide, in vain, for nothing.

Sdra Sdra, quiokly.

KrZ krZ, loudly.

Ehengi, 1 ...

igi
, }

Uke» as.
Dehetigi,

Imtigi, how.

A oorrelative adverbial olause of manner is rendered by

dehengi, alike, as, (vide the subordinate olause in Part III).

(2) The present verbal partioiple repeated, or the past verbal

partioiple with the relative participial suffixes mi, naika, or
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anattga of the verb a, to he or beoome, cute used u adverbs.

These adverbs axe generally adverbs of manner, «.g.

—

Ouh'i gUh’i vOtenju,,
he came running, lit. running running

he oame.

Jtia naika artenju, he oalled out crying, lit. having oried

he oalled out.

(3) Some nouns of quality or relation are turned iqto adverbs

of manner by adding the relative partioiple suffix nai, naika,

anariga of a, to be or beoome, e.g.

—

Neganai or neganaika mma, speak well, lit. it having been

well speak.

(4) Some nouns of quality or relation compounded with the

past partioiples of a, to be or beoome, gi, to do, si, to give,

&o., beoome adverbs of manner, e.g.

—

Manx dja naika vSsmO, speak obediently, lit. having beoome

obedient speak.

Elu gianai vesmu, speak wisely, lit. having done wise speak.

AlOno tianai kama glma, work willingly, lit. having given

your mind work.
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CHAPTER VI.

THE 0A8E.8UFFIXE8 OB POSTPOSITIONS.
«

We have seen the formation and use of the oase-suffixes in

the chapter on the Noun. They may be divided into two

classes :

—

(1) the inflexional increment or general oblique case-sign,

and

(2) the auxiliary case-suffix whioh is in faot a noun.

The various inflexional increments and their combinations

have been given in the chapter on the Noun.

The following is a list of the principal case-suffixes

ki, to, towards.

tangi, \

tingi,
J
towards, for the purpose of, on behalf of.

tiki, )

yjJjf’
|

on aooount of.

tendo, above,

neflfe, below.

kui, kuiti, upon.

larigi, under.

mao, mUo-ttr, in front .of, before.

veo, veo-ta, at the baok of, behind.

baha, oaha-ta, near.

teka, from.

fai, rat, fai, by means of, through,

ta
,
in.

lai, laita
, inside.

kee, with.
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CHAPTER VII.

CONJUNCTIONS.

Kui is somewhat weak in conjunctions. Subordinate clauses

whioh are introduced by a conjunction in the Indo-Aryan

languages are generally rendered in Kui by an adverbial phrase

{vide the manner of rendering subordinate clauses in Part III).

The following are the various ways in whioh words or sentenoes

are joined together:

—

(2) Copulative Conjunction.

The particle ofe, more, is sometimes used as a copulative

conjunction, especially to link words together in an enumeration,

e.g .

—

Ann, ofe ndi dada, ofe ndi tambesa, ot>e ndi mrlenju, tdna,—

I

and my older brother and my younger brother and

my son will go.

Ote is seldom used as a co-ordinate oonjunotion to connect

propositions together. The more idiomatic way of connecting

co-ordinate sentences is to repeat the verb in eaoh proposition

but the last in the past participle, especially when simple priority

of one aotion over another is denoted, e.g.—

Sdse,
sdjanai mh’te, mih'hanai viste,—! went, having gone

I saw, having seen I said, instead of site ofe meh'te

ote teste,—I went and I saw and I said.

The adverb embateka, and then, Kt. from there, is sometimes

used as a co-ordinate oonjunotion to oonneot propositions when a

sequence of events is denoted, e.g.—

Sdserju, sdja mi preki gdfani Ah’tenju ; embateka ndjutdru

vttteru, vdja nai preki gatani uh’teru,—he went and caught

the thief ; and the villagers came and beat the thief.

The emphatic form of ote, namely, opege, also, moreover, is

used as a copulative oonjunotion.
~
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(2) Disjunctive Conjunction.

There is no diaj unotive conjunction. A disjunctive sentenoe

like
—“ He neither oame nor saw ” would be rendered thus

“ V&a'tenju meh'a'tenju ,—He did not oozne he did not see.”

(5) Conditional Conjugation.

We have seen the formation of the conditional mood in Kui.

The particle ha, whioh is added to the indefinite form of the past

tenses of the verb of the conditional danse, may bo oalled the

conditional conjunction, e.g.

—

Ehertgi gite-kd sadi,—If thou doest so thou shalt die.

The adversative form of ha is k&ve, e.g.

—

Ehengi glte-kave sddi,—Although thou doest so thou shalt

die.

(I/) Causal Conjunction.

The causal conjunction is the dative oase suffix hi appended to

the past tenses of the relative participle of the verb of the

causal olause, whioh in faot beoomes an adverb (vide the causal

dause), e.g .

—

Ehertgi gita-ki sdtenju,—Because he did so he died.

(5) Temporal Conjunction.

The temporal conjunction is va, whioh appears to be the

infinitive of a, to be or become; it is suffixed to the relative

participle of the verb of the temporal dause, and the compound

word beoomes an adverb (vide the oiroumstantial dause of time),

e.g.—

Vespi sa-va nienju,—He cried while he was speaking.

(6) Adversative Conjunction.

The adversative conjunction is masha, but; it is, however,

seldom used, e.g.

—

V&tenju masha sdsenju,—He came, but he went away.
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The more idiomatio way of rendering this would be by repeat-

ing the verb of the subordinate olause in the adversative form

of the conditional mood, e.g.—

Vdtenju vdte-kd-ve sdaenju, —He earner although he came,

he went away.

(7) jRestrictive Conjunction.

The following is a restrictive conjunction etc rai, as far as,

as much as, e.g.

—

Etc rai pft’i neganju,—As far as I know he is a good

man.

(8) Comparative Conjunction.

The adverb dehengi, like, as, is used as a comparative conjunc-

tion; it is suffixed to the relative participle cf the verb of tho

subordinate clause (vide the correlative clause of manner), e.g.

—

Kiidi tinni dehtnyi kama ytnenju,—He works as a cow

grazes.

(9)

Final or Conclusive Conjunction.

The final or conclusive conjunction is the dative oase suffix

tartgi, for the purpose of, added to the infinitive of the verb of

the final clause (vide the final olause), e.g.

—

Jnu tinba tarigi p&la tdma,—Bring the rioe in order that

- I may eat, lit. for me to eat.
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CHAPTER VIII.

INTEBJECTIONS.

The following are some of the interjections;—

el, o! (address).

uh /, oh! (an exclamation of annoyance),

•II
j

alas.

aba!, father

!

ial, mother!

sal, come along!

at, yesl (affirmative particle).

a’ef. no! (negative particle).
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clauses in that language is to convert them into adverbs or

adverbial phrases. In foot, an aoourate speaker goes even so far

as to subordinate all but the last o! a string of co-ordinate

sentences to the final sentenoe when simple priority of one

aotion over another is denoted (vide the copulative conjunction),

eg.—

Sdse, sdjanai meh’te, mh'hanai veste,—I went and I saw and
I spoke, lit. I went, having gone I saw, having seen

I spoke.

Relative Clause.

The type of the subordinate clause is the relative clause.

We have examined fully how the relative clause is rendered (»)

by the relative or adjectival partioiple or partioipial noun, («)

by the indefinite or interrogative pronoun used in correlation

with a definite demonstrative, and (Hi) by the splitting up of

the relative clause into question and answer. All the circum-

stantial clauses of time, plaoe, manner, eto., can be rendered,

more or less, in all these three ways ; the first way being, of

course, the most idiomatio and in consonance with the genius of

the language.

Besides the relative olause and the conditional clause, the

construction of which we have already examined in detail, the

following are the various subordinate clauses:—

Circumstantial Clause of Time.

A circumstantial clause of time is rendered idiomatically by

the relative or adjectival partioiple . with the addition of the

particle va, the oompound word becoming an adverbial phrase,

«.y
—

Vesppi sava ritenju ,—He cried while he was speaking.

The particle va appears to be the infinitive ava of the 'verb

at
to be or become.

Conoomitanoe is also expressed by the temporal partioles ise-ka,

when let b>e,-ese-ka, then let be, used in correlation with each

other, e.g.—

Sdhebenju iseka vdnenju eseka pala k&sa tdm&,—Bring the

food as soon as the saheb arrives.
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The same sentence may also be rendered by repeating the

verb of the subordinate dause in the past partioiple, e.g .

—

Sdhebenju tdnenju tdja naika pah kOsa tdma, lit. the

saheb will oome, having oome bring the food.

When priority of time is implied in the subordinate danse
the verb is put in the past partioiple, e.g.

—

Pah kUsa ttnja nai ka tdma,—Come when thon hast eaten

thy food, lit. having eaten the food oome.

Causal Clause.

A causal dause is expressed by the past tenses of the

relative or adjeotival partioiple with the dative oase-suffix ki,

the compound word beooming an adverbial phrase, e.g.

—

Ehengi gita-ki sdtenju,—Because he did so he died.

Another way of expressing the same is by the infinitive of

the verb with the partide ne, e.g .

—

Ehengi g'wa-ne sdtenju,—On doing so he died.

The partide ne appears to be dne, the indefinite form of

the indeterminate tense of the verb a, to be or beoome, and the

literal meaning of the sentenoe is, to do thus it is he died.

Sentences containing oausal clauses are sometimes split up
into co-ordinate propositions, e.g.

—

Ehengi gltenju egeli sdtenju,—He did so, on that aooount he

died.

Final Clause.

The final dause in a sentenoe is rendered by the infinitve

with the dative case-suffix tahgi, e.g.—

Anu tinba tarigi pala tdma,—Bring the rioe in order that

I may eat, lit, I, for the purpose of eating, bring

the rioe.

The final dause may also be put in the optative mood, the

sentenoe being split, up into oo-ordinate olauses, e.g.

—

jpala tdma tinba kdnu,—Bring the rioe, let me eat.
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Bestriotive Clause.

A restrictive clause whioh is introduced by fluoh words as—as

for .... as far],' as .... with regard to .... , etc.,

is rendered as a co-ordinate clause with the modifying phrase

eserai, by this muoh, e.g.—

Bserai pfi’I ejoki sdserju,—Ls far as I know he went

home.

The more idiomatio way is by the use of the infinitive, e.g.—

Ndi p&nba ejoki sdsenju,—To my knowing he went home.

Correlative Clause of Manner.

The adverb dehercgi, like, is suffixed to the relative or

adjeotival partioiple in the subordinate clause to express correlation,

Kadi tinni dehercgi k&tna glnenju,—He works as a oow grazes.

Correlative Clause of Place.

The relative or adjeotival partioiple qualifying the noun baha,

place, is used idiomatically as a correlative clause of place, e.g.-

’ Emm mrdh’nu krdsa si bahata koktenju,—He sat down thore

•where they had cut the tree.

The sentence may also bo rendered by oo-ordinate clausos with

the correlative adverbs of place: umba, whore; emba, there, e.g.-

TJmba mr&h’nu krdsa teru emba koktenju,—Where they had

cut the tree there he sat down.

Direct and indirect form of speech.

There is no indirect form of speech in Kui. The words of

» third person must be left as ho repeated them, e.g.—

Vie sa’l inji rntenju,-He said he would go to-morrow,

lit. I shall go to-morrow saying he said.

The following sontenoe is rendered idiomatically by the direct

form of speech:—

MMda tuh'% inji ndjntdnju take taki sdsenju,—h. villager was

going along to throw up an embankment, lit. saying

I shall throw up an embankment a villager was

going along.



APPENDIX,

A LIST OP WORDS THAT INDICATE THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN EDI AND THE LITERABT DBAVIDIAN LANGUAGES

Firri, the personal pronouns of the first and second persons, which

of all words are the least liable to change and decay, are undoubtedly

Dravidian, as the following comparative table will show:

—

First Person.

Singular.

Tamil, Canareae. Telugu. km.
n&n, (colloquial) n&nu, (colloquial) nenu, (colloquial) &nu,

Sni J

mical
) yJn,

j
(
cla8*kaQ g

QU
’

|

(classical)

Plural.

n&rigal, j

Colloquial)
n&vu, (colloquial) memo,

j
(cello-

manamu, J
quial)

Amu,

SS,’ |

Second Person.

emu, (classical) Aju,

(inclusive

plural).

Singular.

n!,

my,
ninu, (colloquial)

nin’, (classical)

nivu, inn,

Plural.

n!r, niyir,

nlvir, nirigal,

nim, ir, (termination) mini,

nivu, iru,

iru,

Secondly, the numerals, which are also a persistent set of words in a

family of languages, are unmistakably Dravadian :

—

one,

two,

three,

four,

five,

six,

seven,

eight,

nine,

ten,

Tamil. Canareae.

on.ru ondu

irandu eradu

munru mum
nSlu, nAngu nAluku

aindu, aifiju aidn

Sru ftru

eru elu

ettu entu

onbadu ombatu

pattu hattu

Telugu . KM.

okati ronde

rendu rinde

mudu munji

nAlgu nSlgi

aidu singi

Aru s&jgi

edu, ejlu odgi

enimidi ata

tommidi no (Uriyd)

padi doso (Oriyd)

a
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Thirdly, root-words that originated most likely in primitive times

are found in Kui is almost the same form in whioh they exist in Tamil

and Canarese, more especially in the anoient or olassioal dialects.

•

(i) The names of the more prominent parts of the human body—

Tlau, the head : Tam. talai, Can. tale, Tel. t&la.

Kanu, the eye: Tam. ka$, Can. kannu, Tel. kannu.

Mu, the faoe : Tam. mSfiji, Can. m6re, Tel. muti.

Mungeli, the nose: Tam. mukku, Can. mugu, Tel. mukku.

The root of all these cognate words is mOr or mo, to

imell.

Pftlu, a tooth : Tam. pal, Can. hallu, Tel. pallu.

Kriu, the ear : Tarn. 6evi, Can. kivi, Tel. ohevi.

Kaju, the hand: Tam. kai, Can. kai, Tel. ohey.

Y&ngosi, the tongue: Tam. n&, n&kku, Can. n&lige, Tel.

nalika. Vangosi seems to he derived from the Dravidian

word vay, the mouth ; while the Tamil, Canarese, and

Telugu terms are from the Dravidian root nakku
, tb

lick.

(ti) The names of the simple family relationships—

Aba, tanji, father : Tam, appa, tandai, Can. appa, tandc, Tel.

abba, taiidri.

Ia, tadi, mother : Tam. t&y, annai, Can. tayi, Tel. talli. In

olassioal Tamil we find dyi or dy for mother, matron, lady.

Ake, grandfather: Tam. tata, pattan, Can. t&ta, Tel. tata.

Jn Tamil akkai, akka, akkdl, and in Canarese and Telugu

akka, mean an elder sister.

Ata, grandmother: Tam. p&tti, Can. ajji, Tel. am. In

classical Tamil attai, Altai, mean a mother.

Mrienju, a son : Tam. magan, Can. maganu, Tel. koduku.

Mrau, a daughter : Tam. magal, Can. magalu, Tel. kuturu.

The Gfond words for son and daughter are: marri and

mtar respectively. In Eui the verbal root mar means to

give birth to. In Canarese mart means the young of any

animal
;
it also means a young child, a shoot, a sapling ;

mart kodu means to bringforth young, to tub.

Ambesa, tambesa, younger brother: Tam. tambi, Can. tamma*

Tel. tammudu.
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(iti) Words denoting the most common actions of every day life—
e

V&, to come : Tam. v&, Can. b&, Tel. rS.

Sal, to go : Tam. del (classical), pS, Can. h5gu, Tel. po. The
Telugu ehellu and the Oanarese sal mean to enter upon a
course, to be current

;

the Tamil word tel is also used in

this meaning.

Tin, to eat : Tam. tin, Can. tinnu, Tel. tmu.

Un, to drink; Tam. uu (classical), kudi, Can. kudi, Tel.

tr&gu.

Sa, to die : Tam. b&, oha, Can. 6a, Tel. oha.

In, to say : Tam. en, Can. annu, Tel. anu.

Yes, to speak; Tam. p<?su, Can. matadu, Ttl. m&tl&du.

Sol, to speak : Tam. dol, Can. helu.

Gi, to do : Tam. dey, ohey, Can. gey (classical), m&du, Tel.

chey.

Bi, to cry: Tam. ajru (to weep), irai (to cry out), Tel. e<Ju.

Nil, to stand : 7am. nil, Can. nilln, Tel. nilu.

Mi, to bathe : Tam. mungu, mujgu, Can. mly, munugu, Tel.

munugu.

Ai, to fear ; ass, to frighten : Tam. anju, aohohappadu, Can.

amjike (fear), bayapadu, Tel. amjika (fear).

Kokk, to sit down : Tam. utkar, Can. kur, koru, Tel. kuko
kukkonuta.

A, to be or beoome : Tam. a, Sgu, Can, agu, agu, Tel. agn(a,

ka, avuta.

Man, to be or exist, and its negative sid, not to be or not to

exist : Tam. iru and il, Can. iru and il, Tel. undu and lc.

It is curious that Bui should diverge so muoh from the

literary languages in such a fundamental word as the

substantive verb. ' The primary meaning of iru, un<fu, is

to sit, that is, to be without doing anything, hence to exist.

The root may in classical Tamil signifies that which has

position, that which is spread out, hence the ground or the

earth ; as a verb it means to remain, to abide

,

hence the

derivative noun manai, a house. The Kiii word min

seems to be radically the same as the classical Tamil

man. The negative sid although seemingly different

from il appears to be really another form of the wards
Tamil l beoomes 4 in KGi (compare Tamil il, a house



and Kui i<fu ; Tamil oil, a bow, and Kui vitfu ; Tamil

pal, milk, and Kui pdduS. Now Kui sometimes prefixes

b to certain Dravidian words that begin with a rowel,

t.g., Tamil Sr, Canarese Sru, a plough, become sSru in

Kui ; Telugu t, to give, becomes si in Kui ; Telugu at,

five, and oj, oji, Bits, become aihgi and sajgi, respectively,

in Kui. In Kui itself elu and sSlu, wisdom or mind, ofe

and sofe, and or again, are instanoes of two forms of the

same word. Hence Kui sid, not to be, is another form

of id or its equivalent the Tamil and Canarese il.

The names of natural objects:—

Pegu, a god: in the literary languages the Sanskrit

derivatives d«vu, devan, eto., are the only words found to

denote the deity. The Dravidian root pen means to

cherish, to love, henoe to worship.

Yela, the sun : the pure Dravidian term is n&yiru or fiSyirr,

but all the literary languages have adopted the Sanskrit

derivatives suriya, suriyam, etc., vela in KQi and veyil in

Tamil mean really the sunlight, and both are of course

Sanskrit derivatives. When the sun is referred to as a

deity by the Kandhs the word dormo is used : dormo penu,

the sun-god or creator (compare darmi of the Oraons and
darme of the Maler or Bajmehal Paharias with this

word).

Danju, the moon : this is not traceable to the Dravidian

word tirigal, the moon. But the expression tirigal danju

in Kui means the crescent moon. As a deity the moon is

chando in Kui ;
chando penu, the moon-god.

Suka, a star : Tam. sukkai (literally a spot), Can. chukke,

Tel. chukka.

Mrah’nu, a tree : Tam. maram, Can. mara, Tel. m&nu or

mr&nu.

Puju, flower : Tam. pii, Can. pu, puva, Tel. pu.

Kau, fruit : Tam. kani (classical), Can. haggu, Tel. pan<ju

The root kanufa-in Telugu means to bear or bring forth

(young ox fruit).

Soru, hill: Tam. kunru, Can. guijda, gu(tu, Tel. gutta,

.
gu$i, kogda- Gonda or konfia is used in Kui with tho



names of villages to denote their situation on a hill, e.g.,

Buichegonda, Palakontfa.

(v) Words that would he used by primative hunters and

shepherds:—

Pura, a club or stiok : Tam. tari or tadi, Can. k5lu, Teh

karra. Tari means in Oanarese a stake, a poet.

Vidu, a bow : Tam, vil, Can. villu, Tel. villu.

Ambu, an arrow : Tam. Can. and Tel. ambit.

Suti dura, a spear : Tam. Can. Tel. iSulam.

Minu, a fish": Tam. min, Can. mlnu, Tel. mfnamu.

Friu, a worm : Tam. puru, Can. huju, Tel. purugu or puru.

Penut a louse : Tam pen, Can. hfinu, Tel. penu.

N&knri, a dog : Tam. nay, Can. n&yi, Tel. kukka.

Oda, a goat : Tam. &du, Can. tn5ke, Tel. meka.

Plambo, hunting : Tam. vettei, Can. bete, Tel. veto. But in

Kui the word vit means to let loose an arrow, to shoot ;

the corresponding Tamil verb is vidu.

(tt) Terms that were probably used at a rudimentary stage of

husbandry :

—

Scru, a plough, also cultivation : Tam. er, Can. era.

Nftju, village : Tam, ur. Can. uru, Tel. uru. But nddu in

Tamil means the cultivated country. Ndto or ndtto in

Kui is a new village, one recently estatlished. Compare

Tamil naifu (verbal theme), to plant, and ndttu, to set up,

to establish.

P&ju, podi, a village (now used only with the names of

certain villages, e.g. Berangpaju). In Tamil pa<fi

means a large village ;
it is also found as a termination

of the names of villages.

Idu, a house: Tam. vidu, Can. mane, Tel. illu. In classi-

cal Tamil il means a house. The change of / to d in

Kui is common, and idu is radically the same as ancient

Tamil il.

Hari, fire: Tam. neruppu, Can. beftii, kenda, Tel. nippu.,

' Compare with these the pure Dravidian word for Sun

:

ndyiru.

<3&ru, salt: Tam. Can. and Tel. uppu; but uppu is agenerio

word. In Tamil uvar means saltish.



Niju, oil : Tam. Can. and Tel. ney.

Joeli, maise : Tam, ohola, Can. jola, Tel. jonnalu.

Pftji, a pig: Tam. papri, Can. handi, Tel. pandi.

Koju, a fowl : Tam. kori, Can. koli, Tel. kodi. All these

appear to be from the root ku, to cry.

Kod>, a, cow: Tam. 5, Can. hasu, Tel. Svu. There is an - older

Dravidian word for cow in Kui which is obsolete
;
it is

now only used when the priest goes through certain

rituals. The * word kotfi appears to he derived from the

verbal root kdtf, to purchase (oompare the Dravidian

word kol, to purchase).

(pi) The names of the metals are all Uriya words. But the

Dravidian word irumbu, iron, appears in the expression rumba vatjii, iron-

stone, although iron itself is always lua (Uriya loha). The roar-god is

referred to as lua penu.
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